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Teacher Version

REVIEW UNIT TOri-LANGUAGE III

This is an interim unit which may be useful to teachers of classes
which, having completed the material of Language I and Aare presumably
ready to begin with Language III. The assumption is that the students have
an understanding of the Phrase Structure Rules and of the Passive,
Question, Conjunctive, and Adjective and Possessive embedding trans-
formations. The diagnostic test at the beginning is designed to help
teachers determine how much their students remember and what re-
viewing they need to do before progressing to the units of Language III.
It should be particularly useful at the beginning of the school year, when
students may have forgotten a good deal over the summer and when the
students in a class may have varying backgrounds in the grammar.

Teachers who plan to begin Language III in the middle of the year
may not need this unit, and if their students have a good grounding in
the Phrase Structure Rules and the principles of transformation they
should be able to so into the first unit of Language III--"Expansion of
Transitive Verbs"--with no review. The teacher should decide whether
the class needs some, all, or none of the unit, and should adapt it to the
needs of the class.

If it is used, it will be necessary for the teacher to have a copy of
the material of Language II, and it would, of course, be ideal if students
could also have access to the material since the review exercises to
which they are referred are in the units of Language II.

Exercise 1: mflia s.....11e1;21_.,.,..t

Probably the most useful way to use this exercise, perhaps after
students have had an opportunity to look it over, is to work out
each sentence with the class on the board for overhead projector).
This would be particularly true when it is being used with students
who have had a long absence from the grammar or who may vary
in their understanding and background. Left to thcaselves, such
students may be frustrated by the exercise, but it could be an
excellent teachingdevice if it were worked out slowly, and with
discussion, with the teacher. Most of the concepts of the grammar
of the earlier years are included in the sentences, and by working
through each one with the class, the teacher will have an opportunity,
not only to discuss each concept, but to determine from the
discussion how much the students really do remember. She
should also be able to evaluate the depth of their understanding and
ability. For example, most students will probably be able to
recogni*e rolled, in sentence 4, part A, as an intransitive verb,
but whether INy will also perceive that it is a special kind of
intransitive--one which requires a directional adverb--can be
determined by the discussion.



Wrktng through the sentences in this way will probably take a
number of class -=etingsa but if each sentence is thoroughly

.: discUsied, it should' constitute a fairly co;vrehenalve review.

A, 1. LI DAV wOraa-blue-drests at the arty last night.

NT + Tnt +Itr + y72t zioc +. Tm.ernels
Sa w?1.4 a dress a els lathight
NP + Tnk + jo + Aidj

A drL Ws blue.

wedded Acii2c ......tivecruse

NIP + + V r + ItP2 + wht1P + Toil + Be + Alj + If+ Till

SallY wore a dress %which 1! bill; aimpa-m I
last night,

Deletion

NP + The + Vtr + NP2 + AV + Trt
Nt%.sly wore a dress blue at the party lat night

if iti.......2glients.
NP + Tns + Vtr + T + Adj + N .4.,-* + Loc + Tm

Sally wore 1 blue dress at pa l:, night,
,4,

0 When the adjective is repositioned it enters the noun phrase between
the determiner and the noun, Thus in this step it is necessary to write
NP as 'r + N + N°).

2. The frightened child sobbed noisily.

Kervtals NP + + Vin + n

lhild s bed no ily
NP + TnsV, + Adj

#Thechild was frig t ened

Embedded ad ecj.tiuAlituse

NP + Wh'NP + Tne + Be + /34.dj + Tra + Vin + Man

Ao was frightened sobbed noisily
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Deletion

NP + Adj + ins V. +.:'n\
Theildfriihtened s noisily

Emma:Loam of atectiva

al 11 I P Adj +\ b:710 + Tns + y I.:an
i#

Thb frighened child a d noisily,

(# FriKbeened is an example of a derived adjective. That is, it really
comes from the past participle of the verb frigAten In a later year
we will treat such adjectives and accumg for the difference which
obviously exists between an adjective like tall and one like frightened,
Ibrypur own info ration, and in case you Wie some bright students
who become curious about it, you may like to know that to deriie it
from the verb'requires the following steps:

:Camels N + The + Vin + NI n

The soused no Ay

NP + Tnsj 0:;,/ r + NP2
(

Mon:Leone) frightened the child

Passive transformation

NP2 + The + be + en + Vtr + by + NP\ / \/,' 7- I
The child as frightened by (sorAcrse)

k eiAtfron.

NP2 + Tna + be + en + Vir
The child was frightened

Embedded Ad'ective clause

NP + wh-NP + 'ins 4' be + ex..:;)' r + T + Vin + ?n
whoThe child who was frightened sob ed noisily

A Deletion

NP + en + Vtr + Tns + V yn
*The ft4414(htened sobbed noisily

,
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irk 4. en + Vtr + N + .° + Tns + Vin

The fri tend d sobbed noisily.

In the final step, when frightened is repositioned, it is necessary, of
course, to place it between the determiner and the noun. See the explanation
for cenience numBe141.. For a diricuscicin of coraeone see tie note to.P6

3. That accident was caused by the landslide.

atrnel-- N + Tns + Vr + s1,2
. The landslide cZed that accident

Passive transformation

NP2 + Tns + be + en + Vtr + by + NP

That accident catl b(the endslide

4. The football rolled into the street.

Kernel- NP Tns + Vid +

The football rolled into t e s reet

5. Mary's father became tired easily.

Xernels #D112 + Tns + Vac + Ma + Ajj
The father became easily tired

NIP + *rns + ve 21?
Mary had the father

#Ernbeddins of a have clause

+ + + Tru3".ve + Ties + c +>/lan

The fa whom Mary had became easily tired

Deletion

NP + NK+ Tnt4:, ve + Tns + V ac + l'n + .Alj
The fa her Mary had be me easily tired

:Formation of wseaktvg.

N? + P+Tns + Via
"bc

+ Man + Ada

Mares father became easily tired

4

9:1
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spositioninz the manner adverb

. No+ TrViac + Man

1/31271s father became tired easily

it"This sentence, of course, contains one of the subclasses of linking verbs
which can occur with manner adverbs.. They were symbolized as Vlac
in Language U. Because the manner adverb occurs with the linking
verb it appears in the kernel string right after it,

Vc + Pr

VitterAtn .kdj

V + + Idj
lac

and the predicate adjective follows. This will be repositioned later.

Embedding of sentences 01 the form NP + Tns + have + NP
was developed as the source of possessives in Language I.I. It is
really a kind of embedding of an adjective clause, part of which then
becomes the possessive. In so doing it takes the place of the determiner.
The father + Mary + has Maryls father)

MI Who caught the pass?

1-1221.1-- NP + Tns + Vtr + NP`

Someone caught the pass

Yes-or-no question

#Tntl+ NP + Vtr + NP2

? someone catch the

.44-attachment

Tns + whINP + Vtr + NP2

who catch the pass

'IT Suljadati..
wh-NP + Tris + Vtr + NP2\ ,./

t theWho caugh piss?

(#The unit on the question transformation in Language II left the snidest
question until the end and suggested that it might be an optional part of

7,71 -4,!
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the unit at that time. At first it seems to present certain problems
if we are to treat it as an example of the generaand powerful--
rule which accounts for the derivation of all questions in the same
way. But if the principle is valid that one rule is preferable to two,
particularly when one rule can show a powerful relationship between
many kinds of sentences, we must treat it this way.

Actually, the problem presented by the who (or subject) question
is fairly simple when analyzed. It involves the fact that the do-stmort
transformation must be applied after the other transformations. But
since this involves working with the underlying structure in an abstract
way, perhaps not many of your students have studied it. r erhaps this
is the time to go back and teach the section on the subject question.
You should use your own judgment of your studentst abilities and their
reaction to this sentence to decide whether you wish to discuss it at
this time. The whole matter will be discussed again in the unit on
questions which comes later in Language W.

This sentence again presents the necessity of supplying a word
for the NP in the kernel. Since we don't know who caught the pass
we can use someone (or your students may want to supply an optional
noun, ) Actually there is an advantage in their beginning to think of
these elements as the indefinite someone or something, because this
concept will be built on in material in later years.

In the yes-or-no question we have not supplied 0, for the reason
discussed above.

7, How did you like the dessert?

Kernel.- NP + past 4\:;i5r + P2 + Man

Yo u liked the dessert (fine, or in some manner)

Yes-or-no question
#past + do + NP + Vitr NP2 + Man

Did you like the dessert (in some manner)

wh attachment

Past ° NP Vtr
NP2 4,

wheran
Did ylou like the dessert how?

How - question (Twh)

wh-Man + past + NP + Vtr + NP2

How did you like the dessert?

yx

7f
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(#ln this sentence it doesn't make any difference when the do is
added. It may be simpler to let students add it at this point. How-
ever, eventually they will have to be persuaded of the importance
of adding it after all the other steps in the transformation have been
carried out. Use your own judgment based on the ability of your
class. If you have tackled it in. sentence 6 it should present no
problems here.)

8. Me must scrub and wax the floors before dinner.

Keznaels--NP + Tns + 111+ Vtr + NP2 + Tm

Vie nudt' scirub theoors before (IMP
2NP + Tns + M + Vtr + NP Tm

We must wax the floors before dinner

Verb

7+ Tns Vt.+ and
VItr NP2 Tm

We must sciub and Vex the floors be7-fcii\j.eaaei.,

(#When you are working out this sentence it might be a good time-to
review the conditions under which a conjunction can be made: when
the elements which are joined derive from the same point in the dia-
gram--for instance, Vtr in this sentence--and the other parts of the
two sentences are identical. )

9. What are they dancing?

Kernel NP + Tns + be + Vtr NP2

They dancing (sothething)

Yes-or-no question
Tns + be + NP + ing +Vtr + NP2

Are thy dancing (Inething)

wh-attachment

Ths + be + NP + ing + Vtr + wh-N122

*Are they dancing what?

Object question (Twh)

wh-NP + Tns + be + P+ frig + Vtr\./
What are th dancing?

# ;
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Kernels NP + Tns + Viet + Adj

Tbbse chords sound disccirdant

NP + .Tns Iyst + 10j.

r.=A; Those .cho s scund "harsh .

alsig....v:411....umtion

NP + Tns + .), rst + Adj + a ..i Adj

srl---shor sound discoldant a harsh
4, Where did you put the salt?

Kernel NP pastN+, past + V + NP2 + Loc

41You put the salt (simeplace)

Yeq-or-no question

bast + NP + rt. + NP2 + Loc

? you put the sht sonleplace

wh-ettachment

Past + NP + Vtr + NP2i + whLoc
V I I
? you put the salt whire

Where question (Twh)

wh-Loc + past +11° + Vitr

WhIredi yOu liut the &it?
( #As in sentences 2, 6, 7, and 9 in part" A, we have an element here
for which we donst know the word in the underlying kernel. Where, tells
us that an adverb of place existed in the kernel, Some students may
recognize that the verb pmt actually takes a special kind of place adverb
known as the adverb of direction (Did. In the next unit they will study
the class of V. that take Dir but at this tine Vit.+ Loc is-an acceptable
classification for this Sentence. We know that the salt was put mt.21
&se, but we don't know exactly which place, Therefore, in reconstruct-
ing the kernel you can use the indefinite sgmenlacct, or you can allow
your students to supply an optionalace, such as on the shelf,

Again you must decide whef4er to. 14d do in the yesorno trans-
formation or wait until after completing the Other transformations. In
this sentence it doeiiit make int difference- but you must be aware
here, as in earlier questions of this exercae, that this is the final step
in the process, and sometimes dOes makes difference.

-
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Teacher Version

EXPANSION OF TRANSITIVE VERBS

The Phrase Structure Rules which were formulated in early years
of the study of this grammar classified transitive verbs an one of the
major clams of the English verb. The rules developed the notion that
transitive verbs can be distinguished by the fact that they are followed
by an NP. (direct object), may be modified by a manner adverb, and can
undergo the passive transformation. But no attempt was made to din-

between a number of subclasses of the transitive verb, all of
which share the common characteristics we have just pointed out, but
differ in many other respects from each other.

We now return to a consideration of this verb class and will try
in this unit and in a unit in Language IV to distinguish some of
the subclasses, not all transitive verbs are alike. How can
we explain the differences? In teaching the unit you should be concerned
with leading the students to discover the distinctions themselves when-
ever this is possible. The exercises are designed with that goal in
mind, and the students should be encouraged to ask questions (and to,
try to answer them) about differences they note between the different
classes. In this way they will hopefully gain some understanding of,
amid appreciation for, the complexities of a single class of verbs and
also a ing realization that underneath the complexities am are

e generalizations whi can ac them. Remember
t the is not to make stunair"'nts menforize awes but to help them

understand their language. If they do this the generalization (which
are the rules) will become more and more obvious to them.

The verbs discussed in this unit are all composed of transitive
verbs plus other elements without which they are incomplete. Specif-
ically we will be concerned with those verbs which take indirect objects,
those which occur with directional adverbs, those which have particles,
and those which occur with prepositions. In the work for the following
year we will add to the list of this kind of verb those transitive verbs
which require complements. The symbols which are used for the
various subclasses and examples of each follow:

V + IO Peter ome a necklace to his sister?
(IO stands for indirect Objfict)

Voir + Dir The assassin drove the knife into the ldng.
(Dir, of course, stands for directional adverb)

Vtprt + Prt The man threw the coffee out.
(Prt stands for particle)

Vtprep Prep They talked rockets.
(Prep stands for prep-s-

VtC Comp The public elected Johnson President,
(Comp stands for complement)
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A moment's reflection should prove that verbs like the ones
used in these examples am incomplete without the additional element
which is underlined. We don't gyewithout giving something to some-
one. We don't throw something without throwing it someolace;-"Wi"--
Wilt talk someZiR we talk about something. And if we elect some-
one we elect him to be som :e "Whether expressed or no-rEe elements
which occur with partici:lel. kinds of transitive verbs arcs neces-
sary to complete the verb. Our task is simply to try to define which
verbs need these elements audio describe how they are generated.

For reasons of simpligity all sentences containing transitive
verbs are described as NP + A + V + NP?. There woulbe
no point in using a more detailed descEiption because this one is
adequate to describe a great many facts, all those which we want
to deal with at this time. For example, this very general description
leads to a quite simple formulation of the passive transformation
because it includes all the elements necessary for such a transforma-
tion. Moreover, this description allows us the intuitively satisfying
opportunity to select structurally (and semantically) complementary
items at the same point in the derivation of a sentence. That is, it
makes it possible to account for each of the special subclasses of -

transitive verbs and the items which appear with them (those we
listed above) in exactly the same way--as a rewrite of Vtr. Or to
put it another way, we can say they all derive from Vtr. Thus a
general principle can be found to account for a great many facts.

Let us illustrate. There is no sentence
*They put a key

Put must have a structure to complete it, and the kind of structure
Weil will complete it is an adverb of direction. This structure is
most simplyi introduced as part of the rewrite of a single unit, Vt

Vtr %mu+ Vtdir + Dir
However, introducing it as a part of the rewrite of Vtr has the effect
of producing an ungrammatical string, like *They.1119.112

TO correct this situation we must- invest in a simple transformation
which inverts NP z and into the lock -(They put the key into the lock).
But this transformation is a profitable one, because it can be shown
to be a very general rule. With slight modification, it applies to the second

otar--AThan over for yourself why it is simpler to introduce the
added structures of this class of verbs as part of the verb itself- -
that is as a rewrite of Vtr-rather than as a part of some other element
in the sentence, If you were to try to account for it as part of NP2, for
instance, you would discover that you would need to write additional
context sensitive rules to show why it occur, with some NP"s and not
others. Actually it is the verb itself which determines the appearance
of the element which completes it, even though that element is placed
after the direct object.
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part of each of the two-part rewrites of Vtr except Vtprep + Prep.
For instance

gave the bracelet

needs a structure to complete it as do

=I asked a question
:11I baked a cake.

Though these added structures may often be deleted, they are present
in the underlying sentence. The structures added to verbs of this kind
are, of ccrurse_, indirect objeOs and they include the prepositions _of,
_,to or for., (I0.4 prep + NP #). So if this structure is added to the
Verb as a rewrite of Vtr we will get sentences like

*I gave to the girl the bracelet.
*I asked of the teacher a question.
*I baked for Jim a cake.

which are ungrammatical. The option then exists .of going through a
simple transformation which inverts and the added element or,
if the sentences do not go through the transformation, of deleting the
prepositions. So the sentences become either

I gave the bracelet to the girl.
I asked a question of the teacher.
I baked a cake for Jim.

or
I gave the girl the bracelet.
I asked the teacher a question.
I baked Jim a cake.

Sentences with particle verbs (Vinrt + Prt) emerge from the
P. S. rules in a grammatical ordnr, frur may be rearranged by the
transformation which inverts -NP' and the added element*

He threw out the coffee
or

He threw the coffee out.

Sentences with verbs requiring prepositions (V re + Prep)
emerge in a grammatical order but may not be reatradged.

He looked at the pictures*
but not

*He looked the pictures at.

So by conSidering all of these subclasses of transitive verbs as
two-part rev/rites of the verb we van make use of a single transformation

14P3 in simply a device to distinguiihNPts WhIch are indirect
objects from those which are subjects or direct objects.



to produce grammatical sentencies. In each case but one the
complementary element and 141 are inverted.

In its general form the rule would look like this:

Tveib separation

Prt
comp

. + Np2- .

. .102+ Prt II

(optional for I0 and Past, but obligatory otherwise)
_.

As you see, the various two -part expansions of the Vfv, can be partly
distinguished in their relationship of this verb separation transforma-
tion.

V ep + Prep does not go through it at all..1r
Vtio + I0 and Vtort Prt may go through it.

Vtdir + Dir and Vtc + Comp,/ must go through it.

Vtr + Prep or Vin + Prep?

A problem may arise in deciding whether to consider certain
combinations of "verb" + prep as two-word transitive verbs or as
intransitives + prep. The determining factor is again simplicity.
This to do with the difficulty of limiting the selection of prepositions,
among other things. Flirt for example, may be followed only by one
preposition, wi That is most easily accomplished if with
Is simply sekidted as an indispensable part of a Vtr, along with flirt.
The verb does.require with for completeness. Similarly with oguM

to and 9k led, The are not always this narrow,
butt tom,they are always narrow.

The verbs in this unit, and the simple rules used to explain them,
illustrate a fundamental criterion of language theoryethat the explana-
tions be simple and that they be adequate. A great many sentences
which ght appear unrelated have been shown to be very closely related
structuramilly:by the use of two rules, one a phrase structure rule, one a
transformation.

Because each of the verb classes discussed in this unit has a limited

#VtC f Comp falls in this class also. It will not be discussed,
however, until a later time, because an additional element is involved
in complement verbs: an embedded source sentence. )
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number of verbs, the possibilities for sentences in exercises is
limited. However, we have attempted to include an ample number.
Feel free to use what you need--vhich may not be all of them.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Exercise 14 mile 6:
Sentences 1,- 2, 3, 4, and 7 can be made. passive, and each con-

tains a transitive verb. Sentence 5 contains V?.1A, sentence 6 contains
be, and sentence 8 is discussed fully in the tell

Exercise 24 page 6-7:
All ten sentences can be made passive, and each contains a

transitive verb. Sentences 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, and 10 are different in
that they may be.made passive in-two different ways. That is, these
sentences have two objects following the verb. For example, sentence
#1 has these two possible passive constructions:

The team was awarded a trophy by the superintendent.
. A trophy was Awarded the team by the superintendent.

Exercise
:

s+:tgo.
r set, the phrase structure rules produce ungram-

matical kernel sentences which are transformed into grammatical ones
in Parts B and C of this exercise, You should use your own judgment
about allowing students to skip from Verb to VP. By this time many
students will understand that some intervening steps have been left out,
but if they have trouble identifying transitive verbs perhaps you should
require them.to work through the steps Vrb and Vb.

1. The ambassador bought the interpreter a dictionary.

N

S

Aux
i

Aux].

Tns

prt

1

prep NIP
1/A

3

+ vtio + prep + 4123 + NP2Symbol string: NP +. pr
.

Sentence string: The ambassador+ past + y + fbr +the erprete
+ a dictiona

Sentence: The ambassador bought for the interpreter
a dictio 17.
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2. Mr. Goldwater offered the people -a choice.

S

Symbol string:

NP1VP
Max

1

Auxi -

TLs V

past Vtior 4.%44*10

Verb

pr 3

NP + past + Vito +prip + + NP2
1_2

Sentence string:MrGoldwaterf past 4' offer + to + the people +I

1

a ch?ice

Sentence: Mr. Goldwater offered o the people a chioiCe.

I

3. Mrs. ThOmas has made the class a trophy.

S

NP

pres

Symbol string: NP1+ p es +
Sentence string: \

Mrs. Thomas+ p

Sentence: Mrs, Thomas .

A

have en
V

tio
pep

have + en +* V prep + NP3 + NP2t

e+ hs\e+ en + make+ forithe lass+

erb

3

e trophy
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44 The gofernment will be selling Japan the minerals.
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Symbol string: NP1
+

rb

Au.% Aux2 V

-Ms M bill lig V if°P2
res1

tics
#P

pres + M + I* --` inig + Vtio+ re N[23 + NP2

Sentence string:
The government+ prey,' will+ be+ ingt sell+ to+ Tapan+ the

Sentence: The government vrill be selling to Japan the minerals.
Ie/ minfrals

5. Indians have given the sefillaminstruttiow.

1..----------

Atuc
2

T,ns have 4nI I

Atif----taAuxrb

----------1
V

pres 1 Vtio

Pep N 3
1Symbol string: NP + pres + halve + en + Vt 0 + priap + NIP3 + NP2

Sentence string:
I

I 1

.

Indiana + pres + ve .1' en + give + o +.:he settlers

Sentence: Indians --:. ve gi en to the ettlers I
iastructiont

.=.
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S. Walter has been asking the foreman questions.

S

Symbol string: NP1 +

Sentence string:
Walter!'

I
Sentence: Walter

44/..4"1...""*"------. 2Tns have + en be +. V NPing tr
V /:)tio

prep FP3

pres + have + en+ be + ing+ Vtio+prep+ NP3+ NP2

1 1 1 1 1

pres+ have + b ing + ask+ of+ theforeraa
iquestio

been asking of the foreman
questions.

7, The senator wrote Sandy a letter.

Aux

Aux1

Tns

Past

Symbol siring: past

Sentence string: I

The .senator + past + write +

Sentence: The senittor wrote

NiP2

a letter

a letter.
(The verb write can also be followed by for. )
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2. Mr, Goldwater + past + offer + to + the people + a -choice

Mr. Goldwater + past + offer + the people + a choice

offered

3. Mrs. Thomas + pres + have + en + make + for + the class+ a trophyrz.-

Mrs. Thomas + pres + have + en + make + the class + a trophy

made

4. The government + pm; + will + be + ing + sell + to + Japan +
the minerals

The government + pres + will + be + ing + sgll + Japan + the minerals

will be

5. pres + have + en + give + to + the settlers + instruction

Indians + pres + have + en + give + the settlers + instruction.

ha

6. Walter +

Walter +

given

pres + have + en + be + ing + ask + of + the foreman +
questions

pres + have + en + be + ing + ask + the foreman + questions

has been rising
7. The senator + past + write + to + Sandy + a letter

The senator + past + write + Sandy + a letter

wrote

8. Politicians + past + shall + tell + to + people + the truth ..

Politicians + past + s + tell + people + the truth
i

sh d. tell
9. Isabella + past + give + to + Columbus + the ships

Isabella + past + give + Columbus + the ships

gave

10. Hope + past + give + to + them + courage

Hope + past + give + them + courage\//gave
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Part C: In the second string in each pair, the I0 (the preposition

+ the 11P3) has been moved to the end of the string.

I. The ambassador + past + buy + for + the interpreter + a dictionary

The ambassador + past 4\ >my + a dictionary + for + the interpreter

bought

2. Mr. Goldwater + past + offer + to + the people + a chcice

Mr, Goldwater + past + offer + a choice + to + the people

off
3. Mrs. Thomas + pies + have + en + make + for + the class + a trophy

Mrs, Thomas + pres + have + en + make + a trophy + for + the class

hair
4. The government + pres + will + be + ing + sell + to+ Japan +

the minerals

The government + pres + will + be + ing + sell + the minerals +
to + Japan\/' I

will be so

5, Indians + pres + have + en + give + to + the settlers + instruction

Indians + pres + have + en + give + instruction + to + the settlers

gi en

8. Walter + pres + have + en + be + ing + ask + of + the foreman+
questions

Walter + pres s+ ve + en + be + hag + ask + questions + of + the foreman

s been as
7. The senator + past + write + to + Sandy + a letter

The senator + past + write + a letter + to + Sandy

wrote

8.. Politicians + past + shall + tell + to + people + the truth

+ pest + shall + tell + the truth + to + people

d tell



9. Isabella + past + give + to + Columbus + the ships F.

Isabella .+ past + give + the ships + to + Columbus

ve

10. Rope + past + give + to + them + courage

Rope + past + give + courage + to + them

gave

Exercise 4. page 10:
Answers will vary. The testa for Vtio are the following:

1. The verb must be followed byto jf or for and two NPts.
The words. % .91 and for roust be deleted, or the I0 must
exchange positions witirgP4.
2. The sentences containing Vtio verbs can be made passive
in two different ways.

Exercise 5. Rage 10:

1. Father brought some roses tg Mothgr. (Sentence)
NP + Aux + Vtio + prep + NP + NP (Underlying string)

I I
N..

Father brought to Mother some roses.

2. The swindler made Jim a propositiqn.
NP + Aux + Vtio + prep + NP4' + NP2

The swindler
\X
made

I

to Jim a prlosition.
3. The officer asked Jeff some questions. 4,

NP + Auk }+ V10 + prep + NP + NP`

Thfficer as ()if Jeff some
I

4. Frank built a playhouse for thechildre
NP

nt
P + Aux + V + prep + NP3 + NP2ti*3 I

Firank built for the etildren a playhouse.
, \

5. The cook baked the man a cake.
NP + Aux io + prep + NP3 de NP2

I i I
The cook ba ed for the man a cake.

Exercise 1. e 12:
exercise reviews the indirect object verb. Some transitive

verbs can take two object UP1s: one -idle direct object.is a rewrite
of V (10. {Vtr + NP );

wP7 Vin
the other is a part of the indirect



.2P14.4__.2._-:t

AP.w:

et

object (10,3 .IC1 prep, + iiP3}; I3, of course, occurs with that
subclass of transitive verbstwhich take-indirect objects The choice of
a V' verbverb reqUires the chigce of a Compatible preposition in the 10.
In a- Miller presentitlinV 'preposition would be specified; in this unit
the pupil. is siiiipltas!.* to choose irirepouftioti that is grammatical
with the pirticular Vim= give td bake for, ask of). The
preposition is.later deleted unless 'the I0 moveciTo'the °tar side of
1.1724; .

A sentence:with a Vtin verb in it can be made passive" in tiro different
170E4: For example: iredo

Th6 coach .gave (to) the sWiminer- a "demonstration
a. The sit-sumer as given a demonztration by the coach.
b. A demonstration was given the swimmer by the coach.

1. Vtio give

2. Not a Vtio verb, since it cannot be mace passive in two different ways

3. Vtio

Vtio

5. Vtio

6, Vtio

7, Vtio

8. Vt.'

9. Vtio.

10. Vtio

OD OD

00 00

CO 110

SO OD

eV GO

Of 00

so 00

OD OS

give

write (Either "wrote to" or "wrote for" would be
possible here. )

give

build

ask

design

give

ser

:exercise 2 Pa e 13:
do ID

1. The boy ayttlie apple to the teacher.
Vid 17.ir

2. The hawk dived at the chicken.
. sent :."---77ir

-.4 3. Tree teacher sent the girl home,. ..

via 15ira000100000

4. Water has been tricklino into the_basement.
r

5. We drove
tdii

the car into the
fi

e
r.r.......... -40fid

6, The conductor ,ran toward theriLtati
':Vtdir ':': ' Dir

7. The man dir. ecte' th.):toys to the exi+-.

- t-
.ri .41



_

0 Jim Is a donkey toward th

9. She drove the car a.v....za

10, Tack guidathe ball into the basket,

ercise 3 1 10 :
: ve, ye left.out the sentence string, thinking that 9th graders can

make the change from symbol to final sentence fairly automatically.
That 1:34-, in the ftzst.sentence, .they can.probably see that past v-theirsent If they have trouble you may want to have them write out the
intervening step.

3

past + Vtdir

pat +

sent

1, kr(I + past + Vtdir + Dir + 7P2

The teacher sent hole the girl

NP1 + past + Vtdir .+ NP2 + Dir. /
The teachert the gfirl home

2. t.TP1 + past + V + Dir + I-T2/
The drove into the garage the car

Ilr + past + Vtdir + NP2 + Dr

The boy drove the car into the garage,

3. NP,.I + past + V di + Dir + 1.2\\
\...) r

The girl sent here her sister

1411e- + past + Vtdir + /172i + Dir
The tizirl sent her sister here,

14. N . + past + 1 r + Dix + N
1

TDir

The dog , guided into the fold the sheep

tiP1 + past + V + NP2 + Dir
, \ dir /

The dog gu ed the sheep into the fold

TDir

TDir)

S.
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+ past -+ dir + Lir + NP2

He, .-drove o d. tlirrareves

NP1 + past t V I N + 1r
e. drove rises into the field

6. Npl + past '4. V + it + N.4
He gui ed towar t the exit the boys

Npi + past + v + 72 + Dir
He guided the boys folrial4 WEa i

Npl past + v r + Dir + NP2

The farmer sent to town the grain

r7
i + past + Vtdir Nr2 + Dir

Thearmer sent the grain to town

8, NP1 + past + V + Dir + NP2

The farmer rove toward the mar-ket cattle

NP1 past + Vt + Ni2 + Dir

Tharnier owe his cattle toward the market.

Part B
John sent his sister to the store.

S

NP VP

ii ' -`Irfrb
I V-tr,,2Aux,1

Tns rfs-
1

Plui Vtdiz,r
1

(
Symbol string: NPt + pat. + V + Dir + NP\ 1

tdir
1 1\

Sentence string: John + past + send + to the store 4s sister.4
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transformed- string:

NP-41 past Vtu;:+ NP2 +. pir
I IJohlipast+ send* hit\sister 4' to the. store\

,./ I
Jahn; sent his sister to tL store.

The tutters chased the deer toward the woods.

NP

Pat;

Symbol string: NP1 + past

The hunters + past
Sentence

Vtdir
Vtdir

+ chase +

Dir +

towards the woods +
the er.

transformed string:

NP1 + past + Vtdir NP2 + Dir
1 1

The hunters + past + chaise + the deer + toward the woods
N),/

The hunters chased the deer toward the woods.

3. A dog has carried this bone into the yard.

S

NP VP

A

Tns have en V

pries

firynibOl string: NP1 + prat- + have +

SolitetitiiitOlig:J.k, dog + pres have

erb
1

tr
1 Vtdirr`ir

en + V I + Dir +
1

tdir
0841 + ca r +ry int the. yard

i32

1a

+ this bole



traitsfs ornied stringt-

+ pres + have + tin + NP2 +

if plea + ye+ +. + >it bone>ab-the yard

carried this bone into the yard.

.4*

has

A truck will take the papers to the warehouse.

SN12/bVP
Aux

Auxi

Tns M

pres

Symbol string. P1 + eS +

'Sentence string:I 1

A truck + pres + win +

trandormed string:

NP 1 + pres +

A truck + pros +

A truck will

erb

V

tr
Vtdir

+ + Dir + NP2tdir

tak + to the warehouse +1

the papers.

cur+ a. Dr
+.40+ the papers + to the warehouse,

tale the papers to till()warehouse.
5. The computer is guiding the rocket to the moon.

S

Symbol string:

Sentence string:

NP1

1
erb
I

Awc A V

TL1 /be ding Vr22r

1 I

pres I
I Irtilir--..----bir

I

NP + pres + be + ing + Vtdir + Dir + DI9P"

\ _A
The computerfpresi' be+ in\g + w.ude + to tie moon + Le rocket

Y



Transformed string:

NP1 + pres + be + ing + Vtdir
I_The computer + pres + be + ing + guide +

The computer is
As...-ci e* jageill.

art

1,

NP2 +

the irocket

the rocket

to the moon

to the moon.

drive--Vtdir (The verb is followed by both an NP2 and a
directional adverb. The Dir hi made up of
a preposition and another P. The Dir con-
verts to the question where to?)

Ms verb is followed by two NPs and the
sentence may _be made passive in two different
ways. )

2. send--Vim

3. bakem -Vtio
4. receive --ttr

5. drive--Vtdir
6. build--Vtr

7. ask--Vtio

8. send--Vtdir
9. tYPe--Vtr

10. give""Vtio

(Same reasons as #2)

(This is a simple transitive verb followed by
one NP. )

(Same reasons as #1)

(This is a transitive verb followed by an adverb
of location [Lod . This would be a good place
to once again point up the difference between
locative and directional adverbials. )

(Same reasons as #2)

(Same reasons as 01)

(Same reasons as #4)

(This sentence differs from #2, 3, and 7 in that
the word to generated as part of the verb, has
not been deleted bid simply moved [with its
accompanying NP 1 to the end of the sentence.
The sentence can be made passive in two
different ways. )
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Part B
+ past + \Twit, rrP2 + Dir

x e
.1.0111~4LAMa

dVve th car into the garage.)

This) is it string transformed from
NPA + ps + 3tdir + Dir + NP"

.1f, into the garage tite3'tar,

2, Nr + past Vtio + NP3 NP2
k

John sent Sally a letter.

This is a string transformed from
NP3NP1 + past + Vtio + prep + NP4 + NP2

I \V 1

iJohn sent to Sally a letter,
3* NP1 past + VtiO + NP3

John baied Jill

+ NIP2

a cake,

transformed from:
Vtio Prep NP3 + NP2NP' + past +

1 I 1

John baked for Jilt a cake,

AL NP1 + past + Vtr + NP2VGerry received the award,

5. NP1 + past + Vtdir + NP2 + Dir
mu\ Ia ale man Brave his car home,

nip is a string transformed from,
NP + panic + V dir Dir + N134

The dire home hi>car,
6. NP1 + pres + have +

Theoriole
en+)r + 1122 + Loc

built a nest rnThjrcfierre,



7,

8.
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NP t past + Vtio + NP3 + NP2

The itEd the ocher a question.

trapsformed _from:
+NI" + past st- + NP3 +

The boy asked of the teacher a question,

NP1 + past + Vtdir 11P2 + Dir
If

We sent a rocket toward the moon.

tracsformed from:
NPa + past + Vtdir + Dir + NP2

4 sent toward the nioolikicket,

9.: NP1 + + inVtr + NP2

e typing his exam.

10, NP; 4- past + Vtio + NP2 + to + NP3

She .31<re°le some cheese 1 the Luse.
1

Thlp is a string transformed frapra
NV. + past + V 0 + + NP' + NP2II ......L.,
She gave to the mouse some cheese.

Sentences 2, 3, and 7 contain indirect objects. They differ in the

preposition which occurs with the indirect object. (. . baked for
Jill, .; sent to Sally, asked of the teacher. 7,37
Sentences 1, 5, and T contain directional adverbs. Inthe cherry tree
is of course, an adverb of location.

Exercise 2 e 18:

1 NP + past + Vtdir + NP2 Dir

Mick rowed the boat to shore.



26 71 + past + V
Father pl

+ NP2 + Dir

the At! e 1A-MtMfgr.

so N 1 + past + V + N22 + Dir

Out the b4-ks arkrera.
4 Np1 + past + v4..40. + 72 + T.

ti ix".
3 stuck the key into.s"" Irrat

5. DIP1 + pres + have + en + Vedir + NP2 + Dir

Jet>ry taken his work home.

6. NP1 + past + Vttur + 11P2 + Dir
44 '''fts...../

The pitcher threw the ball to

The librarian

7. Ncl: + past be + 121V,dir + Nr + Dir
A monkey was hurnw coconuts to die groua

#8. NP1 + past + Vtdir + NP2 + ?\ \,4". 1
Joan threw 41-4 coffee olit.

(The discerning student will probably feel thai there is something different
about out particularly after he has worked through Exercise 3. This
"intuitM" should lead into the discussion of the pertiesIT.

Exex....LAL.mgels.6cis

1. NPI + past 3 V.tdir + Dir + NP2

rack d to shore the boat.

2. Nkl + past + Vt lir + NI 11;2

Father pi ed into the roast the knife.

3. N t+ past + Vtdsir + Dir + NP2

Th.erarian put on the shelf t4 books

4. NPI + past + Vt, + Dir + NP2

I stuck into the lock the key
i f\.,...°'

# 5. Nkl + preli+r,ve + en,+);tdir + Dir + IP
2

Jell7 ;`]!%n home his work

(For some people #5 is also grammatical before transform.ation: Jerry
has taken home his work. )

cs:
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0.1, 8. NPI + past + Vt + Dir + Ne
Fc threw mit thecoffee.Ain

(Throw can also be a Vtdir verb as in "He threw the rock at the window. ")

:35-

8. N<: past + Vt + Dir + NP2

1154itchet threw to the limpire the ball

1
2

7. pest + + + vt.dir + ph*

A monkey -vista hur to the Gand coconuts

Sa6

.?!

fterc..Littt_agjaV

1. give Vtio

2. read -- Vtio
3. throw away Vtprt + Prt

4, put away 7- Vtprt + Prt

5, bring up
-
Vti

+ Prtnt
6. take over .-- Vtprt + Prt

7,; take -- Vtdir

8. blow up VtPr + Prtt
9. lead .6 Vtdir

10. turn on -- V + Prt

Exercise 5__pge

1. *Jill put away it.
Jill put it away.

2. *Susy brought in them.
Susy brought them in.

3, *Jane brought up it.
Jane brought it up.

4, *The Communists will take over it,
The Communists will take it over,

5. *The men blew up It.
The men blew it up.

,.
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6. *The coach pointed out him.
The coach ,ointeci him out.

*The men pitched in it.
The men pitched it in.

fty

8. *He called over her.
He called her over.

1. When the NP2 following a Vstprt verb is a noun the transformation
is optional.

t

2. When the NP2 is a pronoun the transformation is obligatory.

Exercise 6, pages 22-23:
the traormation moving tho particle to the end of the sentence is

obligaory in sentences #4, 7, 9, and 10. It is optional in #1, 2, 3, 5, 6,
and 8.

Exercise 7usagen:
Part A
Tick out--Viprt + Prt
2. make--Vtio

3, take in--VtPrt + Prt

4. take--Vtdir
5, ask--Vtio

6. drag--Vtdir

build--Vtio

6, give--Vtio

9. push open--Vtprt + Prt

Of run--Vtdir

Part B
(With the exception of #1 and 9, all of the sentences in this exercise

are the results of transformations. Thus, the sentences which are pro-
duced by the diagrams are ungrammatical. They require one more step.

4,1)*Seil.

-
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1. The child stuck out his tongue.

Awr

-VP

Verb

A' 1

Vtr

Vtxt,
Svimbol string: N 1Pss-+ + + IP2

Sentence string: The child + pagt + + out/I' his tongueNe
out his tongue.Sentence: The child stuck .

2. The manager made the team an offer.

Symbol string: NP1

I

1
Tns

Patti'/
past ,+

Sentence string: The manager + pas$

Sentence: * The raanager

S

vt

iO

preildNP3
Vt+pr p N 3 + r

the team + an y er

to the team an 6fifer.

a



.
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The nihives 'take him in.

NP1
1

erb
I

Pr
X

Symbol string: Dtic1 + pies + M +
Sentence string: TheItivese
Sentence: *The natives.

4. Peter took the princess to the dance.

Symbol string: NP1 +

Sentence string: Peter

Sentence: * Pear

Aux

Aux
1rns

pad

Vrb
V

NVtr P2

+ Dir +
+ past, y+ take + o e nee + the princess.

took to the lance the printess.



1

- te. ;7 -
.

., . :V 771. 7.` _ .

- "

.,"`,..twomm

NP1

40-

hat qtittition.

-51704 ststring: NP13'

.Sentence string: Joe

Sentence: *Joe

e

V

Vtr

Vtio
pr NP3

Vto + pep +
71

p3 r2

+ o + her + & question

of hir a qucetion,

6. The sailor dragged the whale to shore.

NP

Symbol string: NP'

TUB

Pait t3t

0e#ence, string: The ilor + past +

1

Sentence:, * The sailor

Vtr

Vt,,. *46"`,Dir_ _p

erb

V

p2

Vt + NP2dir
dritg + to shore + tile whale

to shire the haledrag ed

ji
a

n_ ,`

51' ,

' - "- 1.



7. The company built him a house.

NP1

Tru3
I

past

Symbol string: 1P..+ pa

Sentence string: The Canpany +

Sentence: * The corapany

rb

Vtr-/' Np2
Vti I0

PP /
re 3

i / 3
Vti.e + prep + NP

t+ Nilt + ir + him4
bitbuilt , for

8. Their parents give them an allowance.

'NP1

A

Aux

Tns

p2

a house

a house.

pr

Vtr

erb

2

Symbol string :. P1 + pies + Vtio
I

Sentence string: Their parents res + give

Sentence: * Their parents give

prep P3

+ prep + NP3 + NP

+ ti + the& + an alliwance

to/ thei/an allotnce.

t.'"`'". ".""
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horse pushed open the gate.

NP

Symbol string:

string: Ti, h horse +
Sentence: The gorse-

If*
I inet

past -1-

push

erb

V

Vtr

Vt-Prt
1+ Vt rt + p t NP2

put% + oplan + th/gate

er( opin . the gate.
10. Bill ran the car into the fence.

NPI

rb

Symbol string: NI!1

Sentence string: Bill

Sentence: Bit
Part C

1.

Vtr

Vtdf biz*

Vt,ir it
+ run +

into the fence

N

e + ale car
the car.

The sentence produced by the phrase structure rules is grammatical.2. NP1 + past + Vtio + prp + N 3 +
The *Einagerde t the team an ,offer
NP' + past + Vto + NP3 +
The lanagel';`AsSe the Lam culaifer.
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3. NP1 + pres + M Ar)rt + Pc + NP2

N.The natives w taie in him

NP.,/ + pres + M ÷ 'nut + NP2 + Prt

The Lives w tale hint ini.

4. NP1 + past + Vt + Dir + NP2

Per ftt

1to the dance the princess

NP1 + past + V t + N2 + Dir\ dir
Peter took the princess tole dance,

5. NP1 + past + Vtio + prep + NP3 + NP2

Joe a. tVd of/ he
/r a que/stion\

NP1 + past + Vtio 4' NP3 + NP2
k 1 I

Joe her a question.
_,_ 26. NP1 + past +

No.,/
nu.. sailor dragged o e r t ew e'

past + Vipdir + NP2 + Dir

The sailor dragged the whale to tilt shore.

7. past + Vt 0 + pr p + NP3 + N

The comparilit for a h se
NP' + past + Vtio

The company built

8. NP/ + pres + Vtio

Theirenttigi<e
NP/ + pres + Vt.

Their parents give

+

him

+ prep

+ NP3

thin

.4.

a house.

+ NP3 + NP2

them an lowance
NP2

an allowance,

0.1

9. The sentence produced by the phrase structure rules is gramratical;

4
4

1

I



10. NP1 + past +

Bill ran
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d i r + Dir + NP2

into tti fence the car

NP1 + past + Vtdir + NP2 +

Bill ran the car

jittuspage: (In the 4th line of the directions, have should be has. )

1. V + Prt, John away the towel
ilort

threw
John threw the towelmly.

2. Vtdir + Dir, We drove into the garage the car
We drove the car into theaste..

3. (look at is the Vtm, + Prep which this unit introduces.
Students probably wfff-fecognize that there is something different

about the verb and the element attached, )

4. Vtio + 10, Many people gile to the Red Cross contributions

Many people give contributions to the Red Cross,

5. Vtdir + Dir, We headed toward the island the boat
We headed the boat toward the island.

6. (talk about is the new verb class Vtprep + Prep. )

7. (mist for is also Vtprep + Prep. )

8. Vt + Prt, Mary de un the story.
Prt made

made the story 132,,

9. Vtdir + Dir, Laura took to the store her mother
Laura took her mother to the store.

10. Vtprt + Prt, They tried on coats.
They tried coats on.

Pat
a es 27-28

Part
Ex, ercise 2

1, Vtprep + Prep, Jill looked at John. (Reason: The prepositioitn
at cannot be shifted out beyond the NP. )

2. Vtdir + Dir, Neil threw the ball into the basket. (Reasons:
throw is a transitive verb, and into the
basket converts to the question where to?)

3, Vtprep + Prep, The g'rls flirted with the boys. (Reason: with
cannot be Wafted out beyond the

.."4 .SAIMEEKa:wagntRaMISMICIMI.aila WanIVION5MiltaXMAIIIRCUMMOSIV. POI.IN rya OCIPUWIMLIMI.NONIVISMIO--,n1MerallilinlqsarNim................-..
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s.

4. Vtprep + Prep,

5. Vtprt + Prt,

6. Vtprep + Prep,

7. Vtprep + Prep,

8. Vtprep + Prep,

9. Vtprep + Prep,

10. Vtprep + Prep,

11. Vtprt + Prt,

12. Vtprep + Prep,

13. Vt + Prt,

14. Vtprt + Prt,

-44-

The boys kicked at the door. (Reason: Same as
#1, 3. There are other possibilities: at
the door could be a Loc answering at what
place the kicking was done, in which case
kick would be an intransitive verb. )

The boys kicked the door out. (Reason: Out is
separalom the verb. The word out
not, in this sentence, seem convertieFto
the question %there to. )

The teacher ob'ected ito the noise. (Reason:
Same as 1.

The women gossiped with their neighbors.
(Same as #1. )

The women talked about the movie. (Same as #1. )

The boys depend, 91 their leader. (Same as #I)

The old .ion.(Rea( spn:e

as

eft.
particle on can shift outside the NP 4, and it
does not convert to the question he to. )

The old lady slipped on 66 banana peel,
Same as #1. )

Little Jack Horner put in his thumb.
Same as #5 and-in:17J

Jack Horner pulled out a plum, (Same as #5 and
#11.i

(Reason:

(Reason:

Part B (As in previous exercises, students should have no trouble
going f om. Verb to V, but if they do you may want them to go through
Phrase Structure Rules 7, 8 and 9. )

4czungarnamossavammerairamomoriaramaimoss..var.4 N.. 00. Mo. wo-..



Jill looked at John.

Symbol string: NP1

Sentence string: Jill +

Sentence: )1n

Ar
Aux

1

Tr
Pita
past

Verb

V

Vtr.°°°°.°... 2

Vtprep Prep

Vt + Prepprep
past + loo + at + John

looked a JoL.

2, Neil threw the ball into the basket.

NP1

Symbol string: N1Pk

Sentence string: *Neil +
1

Transformed string: Nr

Senterice: Neil

*Not grammatical

Aux
L

Aux
1

Tyr

pat

par

P:atpast + .t

Vt

Vtir +

throw +

P

Verb

V

Vtr NP2

Di

et + the ball



1

1

E

NPI..........---------2 VP

Akturials-w.-....---- erb

Auir
1

Tns

Plat P

Vtr

it P.-it
k I

P

Symbol string:. NPI + past + Vt i + Prt + NP2 `k

Sentence string: The boys + past + kick + out + the door

1 11

Transformed string: NP1 + past + Vt + N, 2 + Prt.rt
Sentence: The boys kicked the oor out.

(In this case, of course, the transformation is optional. )

-46-

3. The girls flirted with the boys.

NP

Aux Verb
1

Aux

Ti 1 NP2lor.,,
priep

I 1 2
Past Vt I Prep

Syrabol string: API' + past + Vt / + Prep + NP\ pep iSentence string: The girls + past + flirt + wit4 + the boys
I

esti
/

Sentence: The girls with the boys.

6. The boys kicked the door out.
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9, The boys depend on their leader.

NP1

Symbol string:

Sentence string:

Sentence: The boys

The boys +

Aux
I 1

Tns
I

pres

pres

Verb
t
V

2Vtr

Vt /Prep
Vtprep + PoleP + NP

pr + depend + on + their leader

4: end on their leader.

D2110 16mberEL
nswers w vary, but they will be somewhat like the following

examples:

1 NP1 + past + Vtpre
His itputation

+ Prep + Nr
epended upon his work.

2. Ne 4. past + Nr2 7:trt
-4.... 'N

The robber he d him up.

3. NPR` + pre...)s+ V rep + P;71) + NP2

TIN>dass argues with the teacher.

4. NP1 + pa + VtPrt
+ Prt + NP2

The girls packed uithe toys.

5. NP1 + past + Vtdir + NP2 + Dir

A nionke:y. tailed a towetzasalecrow .tailed
_6,,

Exercise 4,

1. NP1 + pares +zai + + Pxep +

We auhseribe to the magazine.

......Inorwr*, momman munmaim froomme waft. o w mu.", 10. 1amm.s......................roo.1.1. ,..wm

,7 - r. .4'1-1,--. 4,44--
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#4, N124* past + Vt + liK2 + Dir

1
The teacher e ended the deadline t>ruesday.

i
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2, NP1 + pres + be + ing + Vtprt + Prt 2

The wyer is loolli ove(the evidence. .

3. NP1 + pres + M + Vt. + NP3 + NP2

The rflanageNill malle yZ an eoffer.

4. N('1 +
- past + Vt5rt + Pr ; + NT'2

The Prident ed oft the ational Guard.

5. N< + past ell + have + en + Vtr + Nia + Dir/
Ke ith should have a. .Aced the bishop to fiat square.

8. NP1 + past + Vt + prep + NP2 + Tmrep /
Thitractor ran over the log yesterday.

# (Though some may wish to claim that to Tuesda is a time adverbial,
a good case can be made for its beingMrectio especially when
we think of it as answering the question "to what point?" It doesn't
answer the question 'when did the teacher extend the deadline. ")

8. NP1 + pres + have + en + Vt + NP3 + N 2

Maria hia \''''' /\ \ 0-e

sung her fa her a on g.

9. NP1 + past + have + en + Vtprt + NP2 + Prt + Man

The cat d lap ed the nh up/ quicker.\
10. NP,11 past + Vtprep+ 7ep+ NP2

The cousins ca ried on a coriespondenee.

p. 29:
Cumulative Review.) (The diagrams will have to be of the underlying
kernels, since your students won't know how to diagram a transformed
sentence. This will be a problem only for #4, in which the sentence
produced by the diagram requires a transformation. )
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Sentence
String: Some + butter

Sentence: Some

+ sing + past + be + ing + V + Loc

past + be + ing + m t + on the stove
o/er w as ti ng on the stove.

2.

S mbol
string: T Nhurn + sung + pres + hre + do + Vt?

string: The + cleilk + s + prAs + have + + ma
sentence

tenceNhe clerk dde

NP

T N

Ncnt

1

Ndn

N1um

s

VP

Verb

4b
1

Vtr

No

sing

Aux

Auxi Aux
2

Tris have + en
Lpres

PM 1141 OVIMMIPMMmINIOIMIN..11171.1

rt
e + mit + orIler +

ollit an or fr.

4rt;. N

NCnt
1 I

s ng

Nin

+r, + + NJ +



N

T +
Nin sing

Symbol
string: T + Nin+ sing.

Sentence
string: T e + s +

Sentence: The sky

4,

p

Symbol

N
I

Ncnt

Nttn

Nhum
sing

Aux

Aux

past

erb

Vrk

VInk

Vlac

AOy

+ Vlac + Adj + ly + Adj

padt + bwme + su den. + ly + dark

be one mid dare

A 'erb
1

Vri)

Vb

vt p2

Aux

u3

pyres
\

ti I T N°.

preii NI 1

Nit sing

\ ) I
string: T + Nh._ + sing pres + M Vti p ep NP + T + N531+ Eithlg\ \ \ I I 1Sentence
string: The\ + nu "se + sing+ pres will + give *# to + you + a + shot + sing

Sentence: The nurse gbh It

e, 5 555....MMI,111111.00211411110UNIMINIMPOIRIVANIMMaimgmarrogemmumown....masse,......m........v.....,............--*--, -
. 5

,



5.

NP VP

Symbol
string: T N

Sentence
string: The + class+ plur + pz1 have + en+ beet ine e+ +coprest+bing+

today

Sentence: The cla es ve b en having a conte today7r.-P

-51-

A \.

Nclint pbur
Nin

I

Aux

prps

Verb

Vrb
A

have + en i

I

\+ plur + pies + have + en + be + ing + Vraid + N n +s 1

111. an419pagtai
'a exercise should give the student an opportunity to check his

knowledge of basic sentence structure. Because it is important for him
to see the relation of the various parts to each other, it is probably not
desirable to break down the NP's into their component parts in the
syr ol strings (C). That is, his knowledge of what is meant by NP' and
NP as far as their function in the sentence is concerned can better be
shown if he writes the symbol NP rather than T + N + N,

1. NP + past Vi + Loc

TC<;dren sneaked caiefully °use.

NP + past + 13e + A j (Some students will recognize that
haunted is a derived form, See page 3

-...,,,44,
The house was haunted, of this manual for additional explanation. )

2, NP + pres + have + en + Vtr + NP2
ti

Insecticides ve
ied some birds.

#3. 7 + pres + M + ed2P2 +,,,fpn (Students may have
%', ,.."-, --

difficulty with yo m,

You will have the exam at some time. It can, of course, be
shown to be an example
of possessive embed.' .

ding:
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NP +1 pres + V id + iNP . .the exam which you
have.

You have the exam, the exam you have.
. your exam. )

NP + prek,+ 13e + ..?1j

Thxam Ys big.

4.. NP + pres + be + + Vtr +72 +7.
The juniors are attending school this 'wee&

NP + pres + be + ing + Vtr +/932 2ta
The seniors are attending school this week.

5. NP + past + "it +irt +
TI.11rther :-ed up the teacher.

NP <I6 pres+>id +)1P
, The girl has a father.

#6. NF .+ pres +' be + ing + Vtp + /1/1rt + NP2 + Tm

Someone is p. up the donations on Monday.

7. NP + past + Dir +

Crawford brought to the party bread.

DIT'+ pest 4;tdir + Air + NP2

Crawford brought to the pirty pickles.

8. NP<I past + Vtprep + Prep + N 2

Thelperiraeralled for s roc

NP Past11. ?prep + prep + 2

%\, ./*°t#The experiment ca ed for s ium c or e.

9. NP + past + Vid + Mr
The mouse cr wled into the hole.

Nk,\.i past + Be +

The mouse w = a small.

(Good students may wish
to indicate that under-
lying sulfuric acid is The
acid is sulfuric and that
TriF iglorrdeis sodium
underlies sodium chloride.
If they think of the whole
.c a kind of compound
noun you should accept it.
in more advanced courses
the derivation of these
terms will be discussed. )
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NP + past + V lid NP
The snake had a hole.

10. NP + past<pdir + Dic + NP2

Snorlw dragged into the house the bone.

11. N + past + Vtio + I +
ate as the preposition. )
(To would also be accur-
ate

brou t or er mother r a plant

NP + pres + Vmid + NP

She has a mother.

12. NP + past + Vtr + NP2

I gave the report.

+ past + be
wae

+ in + Vtr +

(Her is derived in the same way
as mt. in #3 by possessive
embedding:
. . . the mother which she

has . .
. the mother she has. . .
her mother. . )

Some people treat possessive
pronouns as kinds of deter-
miners. There has been no
discussion of this so far in
this grammar, however. )

N122 + Loc

preparing the report in\the library.

(# In #3 it is not possible to reconstruct the time element which has
become when in the question. But the fact that it is a when question tells
us that there was a time element in the underlying kern You may allow
your students to supply some arbitrary time element (e. g. tomorrow,
or at ten o'clock, etc. ) or to simply write the indefinite at some time.
In #b the same situation exists with regard to the subject 7N.1"-The
original kernel. It has gone through the passive transformation and then
the agent has been deleted. Therefore, we can most accurately supply
an indefinite someone. However, if your students supply an arbitrary
element (the man, the committee, the Salvation Army, etc) accept
their answers. The important thing is to recognize that some element
which existed in the underlying kernel is not in the surface sentence. )



Teacher Version
-54- Determiners - Part I

Introduction to the Teacher

The study of determiners could very easily provide the basis for
several years of study for our students. The material which precedes
and follows nouns in English sentences is structured in a very complex
fashion, the parts interacting in a way which puts the largest single
stumbling block in the path of those speakers of other languages who try
to learn ours. The unit at hand is a very simple Exist step into a fas-
cinating part of English structure.

Rule 13 rewrites NP as N N°: Rule 19 rewrites T as Air
will work itself into morecciiinp ex structures in later units, but in
interest of simplicity we will not introduce everything at once.

The four items the, a, az and some divide themselves quite naturally
into the, on the one hand, and the others, on the other.,

The occurs in contrast to the other three as is shown. by reading
row AsTgainst row B:

1 2 3 4
A, A car---, an apple, some rice, some apples.

B. The car---, the apple---, the rice- -, the apples. .

But the three items a,, Es some are mutually exclusive; where one
can occur the other two cannot, as can be seen by trying to substitute
one for the other in the four columns of row A, above.

The simplest deduction to be made from these facts is that& aco

and some are different pronunciations of the Salr.C. meaningful element,
just as the -irk of cherubim, Ezrapj1 lm; the -hu.of oisor and the -s of
volig represent different and mutually exclusive pronunciations of the same
meaningful element, which we call plural, Zit The meaningful element
which is variously realized as La Is or some we haVe called (very trad-
itionally) the indefinite article, Art, indef. The definite article we have
called Art def

The problem of two kinds of some can be attacked In various ways.
The two kinds contrast in the usual readings of

(1) Some girls have blue eyes.
(2) Some girls are having a party.

The noun phrase of (1) could be followed by but not a/. (1) contains a
demonstrative some, Of course (2) can be read1 euch a way that but
not all could follow the NP, but the change of the acceatuatim and pro-
nunciation of some is obvious when this is done. Perhaps one of the most
convincing demonstrations of the difference between the two someis
is a list of sentences like the following:

(3) I found some rice in the kitchen
(4)
(5) ELm,
(6)

bag



The.accentuation and pronunciation of some must be changed in (6)

from what it was in (3), (4), and (5); otherwise brtt will seem to be a
mass noun, perhaps the name of some raateriFzi like wood or paint,

2.42: the demonstrative some -is grammatical in (1), However, -the .

rules -we present- in,thifi-wii.t are mot sufficiently detailed'to exclude the _
ungrammatical occurrences of some as an indefinite article. Your
students may not recognize this kind a ungrammaticality, unless it in
pointed out to them. They will probably give the ungrammatical strings
grammatical readings. The rules they have will generate strings which
look just like (1) above. But they don't have the rules. which Will generate
the string which can have but not all. added to it. That is, they don't have
the rules for demonstratives yet,- Your students will probably rejed
such ungrammatical strings as .

(7) *Some secretaries are some. philosophers

where no reading is grammatical.

The rules which prevent such sentences as (7) are context-sensitive
ones and are best saved for later units since they draw attention away
from the points .we wish to make in this unit. But if the question should
arise you can talk about the differences between some'which is- demon-
strative and the some which is an indefinite article.

We have not made use of prOnuziciation rules explicitly before this
unit. What the pronunciation rules for Art indef say is

a) that the indefinite article is some before mass nouns and plural
countable ones, but an elsewhere.

and b) that an loses its n before consonants*.

There will inevitably be questions about sentences like

A rice that grows well , etc.

where the mass noun (rice) follows a. a form whiCh the pronunciation
rules above indicate can occur only with singular count nouns. This can
very simply be explaiind as a matter of deletion. Words like type, kid,
s cies etc., sometimes occur with of between the article and a mass
noun. e find

a kind of rice
a bra of blood
a specie of wheat

The indefinite articles in these cases are the ones which we select before
count nouns. They are, in other words, selected because they precede
the count nouns Ap.e, ecies But kind 2f, tim 91, species, at
can be deleted leaving the efinite article a before the mass nouns

v/kw, etc. We can write a transformational rule for the
deletion that occurs in these cases. We will assign the symbol X to

1
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Symbol
string: + sing+ pros + M + V + Dir + +\ num
string:cawrilatteriF iesi+get+ nlhere+ 0+SentenL t .

Sentence: Flagry will get nowhere

(Of course a transformation is nommen; to repoeition

B

nopherqe )

laftr;our students to use NP instead of the detailed derivation.)

1. NP + pret+ "ye + ent +)e + in4 + + Lioc

Someone slePritig "2-666VEC

.42-

Sebtetite

Tns I Virb

01
I

8 413

2. NP + pre'

Jettry

NP + pros + NPmid
ve a bed.

+ Art + NP2 + T
I def math -' Tthe this year.

NP + pre. + Bli Adj

IswThe th n

1511Ikr



3. NP + past li+Art + 10

11Z:friend ils of -17t-e

+ p/ + V

I have

-73-

+ /4/p2

a question.

+

a friend.

NP .+ prat +

Thelyiend ItCa cop,

4. pres + Vtr + NP + 11c
Sony one math in Jur school

NP pres + Nr Loc

Someone requires science in our school.

5. NP + pr s ve +

Y\ou have

+ x +N11`2

somew ere the keys.
+ prat + h + + ii0C

Bas are crawling in the woodwork.

+ Nnon + ur + pres + + Adj

gs are blace"°.
7. NP + pres + have + en 4,,;,,,,11tr +,P r2n

Someone e''ts painted the car recently.

NP + pres 23e + Loc
'114 car ih on el/street.

8. NAP + pret\;)ave + en .1;,r ,I1P2

WO, called . the police.

NP + pree\s,;)F1 Ave * en. f V r + 5o2

have recUed the permission,

t
+ iNP

Thsy 4ave the portal:8410m
it

xtn

1
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44-
tpreppep + NP29. NP + pres +

The cket to . the ztommate,

NP + pres +yid +
He \r; a roommate.

NE' + pre( + +

11 WI a ralcket.

10, incl: +

The costumes e ha in de clonging set.

N + preict e + Adj

The es re old.

NP + pros + Vmid + NI

a closet.

C. Page 40:451.:.

1. Someone has been sleeping in the bed
Ihaveabed.

Someone has been sleeping in the bed which I have

Someone has been sleeping in the bed I have =200

Someone has been sleeping in my bed. 434P

Has someone been sleeping in my bed?

Who has been sleeping in my bed?

2. Jerry is taking the math this year
The math is new

Jerry has been taking the math which is new this year.

Jerry has beep taking the math new this year, 24

Jerry has been taking the new math this year.

3. The friend asked of me a questionI hive fit, mend,
The friend is the cop
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The friend whom I have asked of me a question

The friend I have asked of me a question =i
My friend asked of me a question

My friend who is the cop asked of me a question

My friend the cop asked of me a question.

My friend the cop asked me a question.

4. Someone requires math in our school
Someone requires science in our school

Someone requires math and science in our school.

Math and science are required by someone in our school

Math and science are required in our school.

5, You have put somewhere the keys.

You have put the keys somewhere, .a1+

Have you. put the keys somewhere? mg+

Where have you put the keys2

6. Bugs are crawling in woodworkir
Bugs are black

Bugs which are black are crawling in the woodwork .=.17-0

*Bugs black are crawling in the woodwoez

Black bugs are crawling in the woodwork.

7. Someone has painted the car recently
The car is on the street.

Someone has painted the car which is on the street recently,4

Someone has painted the car on the street recently.

The car on the street has been painted by someone recently
The car on the street has been painted recently.

8. We have called the police
We have received the permission

fr'"

They have the permission
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We have ;sailed the police and received the permissions is*

We have called the police and received the permission 9
which they haves

We have called the police and received the permission they
have

We 1-fave called the police and received their permission. .

9. The racket belongs to the roommate
Bill has a racket
He has a roommate

The racket which Bill has belongs to the roommate.

The racket Bill has belongs to the roommates-114-

Bill's racket belongs to the roommate.

Bill's racket belongs to the roommate which
he bas. =3;}

Bill's racket belongs to the roommate he has.

Bill's racket belongs to his roommate.

10. The costumes are hanging in the closet
The costumes are old
Mary has a closet

The costumes which are old are hanging in the closet.

*Thrs costumes old are banging in the closet. =g4

The old costumes are hanging in the closet.

The old costumes are hanging in the closet which Mary.-
has.

The old costumes are hanging in the closet 1Vl9ry bas.

The old costumes are hanging in Mary's closet.

411111101111111111011.14M m Pio wiF,sa rem as sonsmsommossi imos as wism muilow sse mg PAM !II
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MORE ABOUT QUESTIONS

Teacher Version

Special for the teacher:

The following discustion of the question transformation may be of-interest to you as background material, It is the theory underlying
yes-or-no questions, and points up thd relation between all' questions,but most of this theory we have not gone into in the student version.

There is a basic similarity between noun clauses beginning withwh words (when, where, how, whether, etc. ) and questions.
(1) Tell me where he is : Where is he?
(2) Tell me when it will be : When will it be?(3) Tell me how it should Le done. : How should it be done?(4) Tell me who he is : Who is he?

and(5) Tell me whether he should do it. Should he do it?
Examples 1 - 4 are perfectly straight-forward. The only differencebetween the noun clause and the question is the inversion of the VP (orpart of it) and the NP. If example 5 were exactly parallel with 1 - 4the question should be *Whether should he do it? In an older stage ofEnglish that is exactly what it was. However, in modern English thewhether is obligatorily deleted in the question, even though it appearsin the corresponding noun clause.

Notice that the inversion of the VP, or part of it, is meaningful.It means about the same as the phrase Tell me . The inversionis accomplished in the following way:

The car is here. Is the
T
The boy will catch the dog.

he dog has eaten the bone.
The boy is going to school.
A cat ran under the house. illm4r

car here?
Will the boy catch the dog?
Has the dog eaten the bone?
Is the boy going to school?
Did a cat run under the house?

Notice that in the middle three, tense and the auxiliaries M hays, and.1?s, invert with NP. In 1, the verb Be inverted. In 5 it was necessaryto add 42 because neither Ela have, or be occurred in the sentence.
It is significant that not all base declaratives can become questions,and that some things which are ungrammatical as declaratives can becomequestions. For instance, there is no declarative for

Does he ever go?

and there is no question for

He hardly moves.

It is therefore desirable to include something in the kernel or basesentence to indicate that the sentence must become a question in order

A



to be grammatical. In other words there must be something to make
the trAnsform40012, 9/2.11g#Qr.y. This is simply accomplished by
including an optional symbcil in the first rule. At that point a choice
is madsi-ss to whether the, sentence will become interrogative or not.
This allows us to generate all ,questions in the simplest way, even
those with no grammatical:declaratives,

. _

To rem to the earlier. exanples; the question in I can be
answered by

He is here.
He is there.
He is somewhere.
Etc.

Answers to 5 Eii-kmuch like those in I - 4 but somewhat different as
well. They couldlbe

Yes, het sholild do its
No, he stouldn't do it.

or simply

Yes .
No.

Such questions as 5 have come to be called Yes-or-No questions.
The relation of answers like Yes, he should and No, he shouldn't
to Either he should do it or he shouldn't, is dear.

Either he should do it or he shouldn't do
it tell me which.

is a paraphrase of .

Tell me whether he should do it,

or of Tell me whether he shoed do it or he shouldn't do it.

This indicates that a sentence like

Either he should do it or he shouldn't do it,

is used as the source of the object noun clause in

Tell me whether he should do it or 7.2e shouldn't do it,

wh-either whether

Deleting from this sentence will result in

Tell Me whether'he should do it or not. lac*
Tell me whether he should do .
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These last two are paraphrases of each other. The yes-or-no
question, then, is derived from

Q + either he should do it or he shouldn't do it,

The Q, as it does with other questions, causes inversion- of all or
part of the VP with the NP in each clause. The whether is deleted
except in the embedding.

Whether should he do it or shouldn't he do it. 4
Should he do it or shouldn't he do it

The or and the material following it may be deleted entirely, or deletedfrom, to yieid or not, or or shouldn't he.
--1

This explanation indicates that the generation of all questions in-
volves wh--. The generation of each question is parallel to that of itsrelated noun clause, except for the inversion in all questions and the
deletion of whether in the yes-or-no question. Relating these sentences
will materially increase the gene* rality of the rules.* *

The student version begins with a general review of the transforma-tions which lead to questions. These were first introduced inI1.11ELE.The above justification for considering all questions related to the yes-or-
no is not included, but the steps in the transformation are developed, and
the desirability for the 9_ in the kernel is explained.

In the earlier unit on the question, the subject question (Who isgoing?) was developed in an optional section at the very end; and the
suggestion was made that for some classes the material might very wellwait for another year. Therefore, you should ascertain whether yourstudents have had that material.- If not, you will want to spend moretime on the earlier parts of this unit and may even want to draw on someof the material in Language

The questions with when, where, how, who, etc. involve the notionof wh-attachment. When a sentence conttl inE71 one of its constituents
may have wh attached to it, and the constituent then becomes a questionword. This

and

wh-Loc where
wh-Tm When
wh-NPhum whO(m)
wh-either whether (see above)

But this attachment leaves the question words out of place. For instancewhen the sentence

NP + Tns 4<l3e + Loc

e is -someplace

has been transformed and had wh attached to the Loc it becomes

OWITINPNIIIIIIWINNII



TAB # Be + N + wh-aldoc

Is lit *hire?
A transformation (symbolized as Twh) then is required to move the
structure with wh to the front of the sentence.

Tns + + NP + wh-Loc whfoc + Tns + Be + NP
he where Where is he

Notice that this happens also in the embedded noun clauses of 1 5.
The students* unit procedes rather slowly over all of this material,

and each step in the transformation is developed. There are manyexercises, not all of which you may want to use. The important thingin each is to help the student understand the underlying structure andthe basic relation between the various questions.

Though you will probably not wish to discuss its we hope that theintroductory explanatory material in this manual has added to yourbackground understanding of the wider relationship with noun clauses.
There ace additional explanatory notes. included in the followinganswers to exercises on points that seem to need further explication.

Exercise0, 451 This exercise constitutes a brief review of thesteps leading to the question transformatbq. It is designed to helpthe student recall, more or less by himself, the various elementsinvolved.

A. 1. Q + NP + pres + M +
1\/.The birds will

*(Q) pres + M NIP +
Noio
Will the birds

Vid + Dir + Tm IAo.
kfly north soon.

Yid + Dir + Tm

fly north sooIn?
(rThe Q may be dropped from the string after it has gone throughTaw If it does remain it is the symbol that indicates that thesentence should be pronounted as a question with risingirdiection,etc. Do as you like about it )

2. Q + NP + prea 1 I Vtr + NP + Tm 144
can give e report today.

(Q) pres + M + N # Vt + + Tm
Ve I give today?
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+ pres t M + Vtr + NP jal)
should 1 cy e,

Oa) pres + + NP + Vstr +

19ckihe b cy e

+ Vtr + '17
wi.stpass the exam:

shouw

Q+ Ny-+ pr- s_

I -

(Q) pres + M + NP + Vtr + NP

tuSt pass the exam?

5, Q+ N:A) + past + M+ Vi
t

They . would forget.

(Q) past + Nl + NP + Vi,, I
WOuld they forget.?

B. 1. Q + pres + have + en + Vtr + NP
tTerry has given blood.

(Q) pres + have + NP + en + Vtr + NP

Terry given blood?

2. (at NP + presicrhave + en + Vtr + NP + Man TeN

%
chimps have learned a language qua y .

pres + have + NP + en + Vtr + NP + Man
1

Have, the chimps learned a language ,.ckly?

Tc?

3. Q_+ NI? + pres + have + en + Vi +/
The ne has lan\rded

(Q) pp Vave ii p + en + V + Loc

#a.ti the no ded in tne 1.1.veway?

Loc
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Al Q.+ NP + pres + have + ea+ Vtr + 141P + Loc Zau).\/#
Some e have Shalt* tn--asitieztV,

(Q) preset + + en gfittr + NP + Loc
I

Have some peop built shelters iiriinienis ?
5, Q+ + past!. have + enVe + Adj

The eneM been

(Q) pane 'aye N + en Be + Adj,
IAft t1e super e ent been ill?

C. 1, 0+ NP + pres + le + ines...Ttr + NP
0 1The fish is' -- dodging the hook,

KO pres + be + NP + jug 3tr ÷ IP
Ythe doYging the hook?

2. Q+ NP + past + Be + lip, ,..Fred was a girl.

(0) past + Be + NP + NP
.

Was Fred a girl?
\, \

3. Q+ + be +
NZ

e en were

(Q) pasVe + NP
Were ren

+ Loc 'Azio

dug in come.
+ Vi + Loc

inla cement?

4. Q+ IP+ pres + + frig + Vi + X
1

r

'I go with you.

(0) prea + be + NP + + Vi + X

ing with you?Am I

a:=1

(This sielitinte may present a" problem, At least v. y should
provide gtome flizcusolopl, _To some, it may seem-like a manner
Idrórb riVe.:catticark itX to thaw we haven't analyzed it yet.
This might ,b,:a gOod timelp-siO,your, students to thinking about
man rtdv.rIi Snd 'possibliiittholitssesi; All of the answers
are not now available, but you should remember that in asking
questions abotit such constructions we are going much farther
ti*n previous grammars have gone.)
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The.discussion questions at the top of this page draw together
the facts which have been demonstrated by the sentences of the
exercise.. The addition of necessitates a reformulation of the
T tranifOrmition of the pre :dote Steer, And the square brackets
are adds* This is a new symbol and a very usefuLone, It should-
he pointed' Connection Witlithe Similarity between the strings
of an interrogative sentence and` its. corresponding declarative that
there are a few Sentences in English which appear only in the inter-
rogative. For example:

Does he ever do it?

has no corresponding declarative,

* Fe ever does it,

Treating this restriction and Others like it are Important reasons
for placing a in the tmdirlyitig- string, Only in strings with & can
we find ever, And only by transforming the underlying string are we
able to generate sentences with ever. a, -of Course, is the symbol
which triggera the necessary traibormation.

Exercise De 47

A, 1. NP + pret+)e + Vi + Loc

The boys are sparring in the gym,

Q + NP + pres + be + ing +Vi + Loc

Qfpres + be + NP + Vi + Loc

,t, the Lys sparrirag in le gym?

2, NP tpast + Vtr + NP

Jeannie dzYd her

.Q + NP + past + Vtr + NP Za4
MO past + do + NP + Vtr + NP

.

id Jeannie dye her hair?

3, NP + pres̀+ have + en + Vtr +

The ad 4t11/f ed,

Q NP + pres;+,have + en + Vtr + NP

(CO wee + v,e + NP + en + r +- 1P

the.* r ed a meeting?
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9. NP + pres + M+ Be + Acij

You will be sorry,

temeaEscAmigtmazz,410100T-Fastmalfreer...irroroosafiellecot

Teo
Q+ NP + pres + M+ Be+ Adj. .....7:

(Q) pros :f V + NP + Be + Adj

Wilt bIWill you e sor
A

ry?
\N 5. NP + pres + be + + Vtr + NP

. \ :The elephants Vae ea ing pelts,
TQ

Q4\1IP + pres + be + ing + Vtr + NP

(Q) preti--t,.. +
IP

4- + Vtr + I1P
Are --.. Ott el4pbants ea ing peanuts?

B, 1, Q+ NP + pies 4:''''M + Vtr + NP24
(Q) pres + M + NP + Vtr + NP

Will you pass the potatoes?
2. NP + past + Vid +

The imber f o the crevzce.
Trz

3, Q+ NP + past + Vtr + NP + Tm

(Q) past + do + NP + Vtr + NP + Tm

th ley reach last\ight?
4. NP + pre+ have + en + Vtr + NP

arm the keport.
5, NP 4: fires + Vjr + NP. + Mtn

Da d composes music easily,
To

6. Q + NP + pres have + en + Vtr + NP

(Q) pres + have + Ny° + en + Vtr + NP
the band. leirned '4,ter4fentillit?*\'

7. Q+ NP + past + M + Vtr + 1+1F,

(Q.pasV + Vir Nc
Should we :declraie the ball?

jf
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C. (Note: There is a typographical error in the first string of
this exercise. There should be only one NP at the beginning:
NP + past + write + NP)

Answers will, of course, vary, -since they will be-original--
sentances; brit it is important that any string Which has Q-go
through TO More and more your students should be seeing
that transformations operate on the underlying. strings,

Some possible sentences follow.

1. NP + pastvr"te + NIP
Tb.e roan wrote a letter.

2. Q + NP + past + write + NP

(Q) pas;+}o + NP + write + NP

Did .1,1the man write a lerter?
3. NP + pres + 1-gave + en + V1 + Pr

The cook become at.
4, Q + NP + pres + have + en + lank + Pr

Ka pros + ve + NP + en + rj
I

+ .,
s the cook become fat?

5. Q + NP + past + be + ing + Vtr + NP ÷ Man

(Q) past + be + NP + img + Vtr\X i
i N../9

+ + Man

Was the farmer drilling a well easerly?
6. Q + NP + past + M + have + en + Vin + Man via4

(Q) pat+, + NP + haVe + en + Vin +
Nr°' INii.4d he have gone ly?

7, NP + pres + Vmid + NP

The b(\:k merit.

Man

8. NP + pres + have + en + Be +
sS.r# \t,

Nt)e have been at ome.
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The .iliscussion.on these pages is a review whose purw.se is to

point up the basic similarity of all qiiftstions by showing-that they
share built on the .yes -or -no question transiormation. The important
thing is to.see that a general rule can account for many apparently
different" kinds of sentences. And this is, of course; one of the things
a trawitOximationa/ mmat tries to do. Thera would be little ad-
Vantigs iimaking a .different ride for each Wind of queAtion; but when
an economy can be achieved by maldng one rule do for many. different
kinds, there is the obvious advantage of simplicity and; hopefully; of
a441:-f-itAg a deeper understanding of the order of the language.

IlIcer......eLE2f.cis

1. Who locked the door quickly.?
2.- floi did Martha lock the door?

Where-did she run?
4.. Whom did Bill call?
aie When did Dill call the police?.
6, When did the bulldozers begin to arrive?
7.- What are the bulldozers moving?
8. Who has a bulldozer?
9:- Where have the workmen arrived?

10. How will they remove the bomb?

Exercise 44.p.t51:,

Answers will vary but the kinds of questions and the elements
replaced should be as follows:

1. Wh-question--NP2. or direct object
2. Wh-questionsubject NP
3. Wh-question-wtime adverbial
4. Wh-questionManner adverbial
5. Wh.queetionsubject NP
6. Wh-questionNF A or direct object
7. Wh-questionmanner adverbial
8,, Wh-qttestioneubject NP
9. WhesquestionN11 or direct object

10. Wh-questionNPe or direct object
.11. WhKmestionsubject NP .

12. Wh-questionlocgtive adverbial
13. Wh-questionNP' or direct object
14. Whsvquestiontime adverbial
15. W.h-questionblocative adverbial

Noun Phrase

Noun Phrase

Noun Phrase
NP

NP
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Lacs 50-54:

The discussion which begins at the bottom of page.50 deals with
gr,Pmbolizing the steps that occur in the production of wh.questions
and the formulation of the rule. This is in one sense a review of the
question unit in Languaelementbut it reformulates the rule to take
account of the Question in the kernel sentence. It also adds
the useful symbol of the square bracket. It would probably be most
useful to use the material on these pages as a class discussion and
work out the sentences with the dims.

Exer......elajzpjAlzacis:

This exercise deals with the undezlagg structure of a sentence,
which is, of course, one of the most important concepts of the grammar:
the sentences of our language 4. ffolve a great deal of structure which
is not always Immediately apparent on the surface. And yet it is the
underlying structure which explains why sentences are built the way
they are, why we accept one sentence as grammatical and another
not, and why sentences are sometimes ambiguous.

I. Q + the boy + past + steer + the boat + skillfully
Ts)

past + do + the boy + steer + the + boat + skillfully.
I Ithe boy steer the boat skillfully?

2, Q + the + boy + past + steer + wh-NP2 +

past + do + boy + steer + wh-NP2 + skillfully. frv.
whNP2 + past is the + boy + steer + skillfully.

What did the boy steIer

3. Q + the raoAk+ plur + 'past + .engrave + the manuscript TQ
+ wh-Man

past + do + the monks + engrave + the manuscript T
+ wh -.Man

wh-Man + past 620 + the monks + engrave + the manuscript.
1

How did the 'monks engrave the manuscript?

.4. Q + wh-NP + pres + be + ing + whistle +' in the park

pres + be + wh-NP + ing + whistle + in the park.
Tv=4

wh-NP + pres +e + invhistle + in th park.
W'ho s w in the park?

T



1:

5. Q + The bird + pres + + + whistle + wh-Loc

Pres + be+ The bird + ing + whistle + wh' LOc

wh-Loc + pres + be + the: bfrd + + whistle

Where is theliii& w ling? TQ
- 6. Q + wh-NP + pres + have +''.in + arrive + on time. =.-----.

Twh- i
pres +. *have +- wh-NP + en +' arrive + on time.

wh4IP + pres + h ve + en+ ve + on time.\ I
Who has arrived 012 tithe?

-.111111111111111111111.11

Q + The grandparents + have + en + r.rrive + wh-Tm.

pres + have + The grandparents + en+ arrive + wh-Tm4
wh-Tm + pre + have + the grandparents +

the grandparentshave

Q + The movie + past + amuse + wh-NP2

past + do + the movie + amuse +

wh-NP2 + past + + the movie +

Whom did the kmovie

Exercise 6: p.55

This exercise is the opposite of the preceding one. It works from
sentence back to kernel. But its purpose is the same: to give the
student practice in recognizing the underlying structure.

amuse
k

amuse?

The example has had a step omitted. It should look like this:

Q+ NP + have + en+

fQ + you he
pres + have + NP +

Have\4?.
pres + have +\/<*Have

cook + NP2 Tm TQ
ed Something taciay

en + cook + NP2. + Tm

cooked somthing today =4
wh attachment

NP + en + co wh-NP2 + T

You what t y

wh -11122 + pres .+

What have

ve + NP + eri + cook + Tra

you cooked today?
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T'0 + pres.+

Q + °The- y

Ore<14tve + NP +-

Has the boy

#2, + N

Q alp% The
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v e + NP2 T

finished- the model

+ finish +

finished the model?

pres + hsve-+ en + finish+ 72
has f hed something

pro. + have + NP + en + f h + NP2

1E4 theoy finished something

pres + have + NP + en + + wh-NP2

*Has theloy fi shed whit

wh-NP2 +

What

#3. Q+ NP+

Q+ Vre

pres + have + NP + en + sh

the\xsy hod ?

wh attachment

pres + M + Vid + + Tm TQ

go to town ItsonMTme

Pros + 4.

Will we

pres

*will

wh -Tm +

When

+ Tm wh attachment

+ P + Vid + Die wh-

we go to town when

pres + + N + Vi d + Dir
we go to\own?

#4. Q+ NP + past + Vtr sip N

Q + Mary Vid som

+ Loc TQ

hing in the basIet.

pert+ NP + Vtr + N132 + 1.4c

*Miryfind somhing in basket

wh attachment

past + + V.kr + wh -NP2 + Loc rAkv

*Mary find what e

+wh-NP2 put + do + Vtr + Lir\,/'
i/What did Mary Mind set-1---&-ba- e?
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(# Actually. the addition of do is, a separate transformation, but We .

haven't formalized it yet. We have made the point that it should
be added *after the,other transformations; so we have left the _

place Where it goes blank and put it inlin the last step. Perhaps
students c.ambe led to see, in this way, that thetense has nothing
to attach to until the do has been added and that without it the
transfo-med sentences are at grammatical, )

#5. Q + NP+ pier)* +
Q Someone V.

TQ

the track

precrHbe + 11%<" + + Vi + Loc

Is someone running around the tract?

pres + be + + ing4c7 + Loc
witio running aro e trac

wh attachment

Twh

wh ;P + pres + be + ingVi + Loc
Who running around the track?

#6. Q + NP + pres + have + en 4yr +\\/Q + The rl bag invited someone

pres + by've + NP + en; V ,tr + NP2

Has the girl invited someone?

presVave + NP + an + wh-r2
*Has the girl invited whom?

wh-NP2 + pre + e + NP1 + Vtr

Whorl has the erl iVited?
#7, Q+ NP + press+ Be + wkii-Loc

Q + The is some:dace

pres + Be + NP.+
\

1.V .430:11. imaviasmnigsebtiO

Pree Be-+ NP + wh-40

Is- the chalk where
la ,*t

vihLoc + pret+ Be + NP
Where the\halk?

TQ

wh attachment
vers/N4

Twh

wh attachment
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Q+ NP + pres + .Vi + Man

.a+ Joce-+ w tes in somemannei,-..

pres + NP Vi`+ Man

*Joyce writes Aome manner;

pres NP-+ Vi + wh-Man

*Jo-f)ce writes .1>ow

#wh-Man + pres + do + NP + Vi

How does Joyce wr te?

(#See the note to 4 above, )

9, Q+ NP + pres + have + en+ be +

Q+ Someone been.

pres + NP + en

TQ

7IAtachment

TQ

this typewriter:14

1" +ytr + NP2

s
w)^chrnent

sorr. one been us this typewrit

pres + have + P + en + be + incksiVtr + NP2 Twi

>g, w o n using this typewriter?

wh-NP + pres + have + erz+)e + in+ yr + 2

Who
\ 1'§d bYen Ying this typewriter?

10, Q+ NP+ pres + + Vtr + NP2 TQ

Q+ governme w refund your money,

pres + NP Vkr + NP2

thethe govermnent refund your Aloney?--

#(When we reconstruct the underlying structure for sentences such as
those in the ccample and in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,, 7, 8, and 9 of this exercise
where there are-question words such as who, wlit tato where,

and how we -know that the words have reOlseed-an element in
theInider source and We knot* what that element was--a NP or

But we can't know what specific NP or etc.,
e wed. Therefore we can only use an inamainite-NP or

etc. We can say that underlying who or whom is someone
erlying whom is soing place, etc. -NS it at concept which has

broad implications. )
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Cumulative review. P.,ro

(this IS a time consuming exercise. You.might want to assign
the sentences to-small groups and have each group explain the one
they-have worked out. )

L N? + pros ic,ve + en + Vtio + prep + NP3
s...

The teacher has ven to the class

NP2

an assTgnment.

NP + pres + Be +

The teacher is net

by adj.
embedding>

NP + wh-NP + pres + Be + Adj + pres i)ave+\ I
The teacher who is new has

en + Vtio + prep + NP3 + NP2

gitfn to 1/Trlfin aiA1--.asgnment.

NP + Adj + pres + have +. en + V io +

*The taller nic. V ven

Prep + NP3 + NP2

to the class an sal

Adj + NS 7 + pres \2itve + en + V

The new teacher has given

prep + NP3 + P2

to the Lass1

NP, + pres + Be + Adj.

The 4-,:, - , .1 erit y. hard.

by
deletion

by reposition

by adj.
embedding

T + Adj.+ No + pres + have + en + Vtio + prep + NP3 +

The new tea er has given to the class dele-
tion

NP2 .+ wh-NP + pres + be +Adj. '17
an assignment which is bard.
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T + Adj +.N N3 + bsve+ en f Vtidi

*The liew teacher has given

prep+ NP3 -+ xp2 + Adj
-1

1 \ 1= Ispopitio
to the class an assignment hard

T+ Adj + N + N9.+ pres + have + en+ V +1 V s\v"0,11.0

The new teacher has given

prep + Nr1-+ T + Adj + N t N3 deletion of prep.
to the cliss a herd assignment.

T + Adj + N + N0 + pres*.ii have+ en+Vtio + NP3 +

The new teacher has given the lassI

f+Arj+.N+N°
a hard ass ent.

UtWhen the adjective is repositioned before the noun, it, of course,
comes between the. determiner said noun. Thus, In this step NP
T + N+ NI). When the adjective hard is repositioned the determiner
must become a..)

2. NP + pres+ Vm + NPut
Cherries make pies

NP + pren + Be + Adj

Ples glod

NP +_ pres + V :I' NP ± wh-NP + preer+ Be + A.:dj
1 1

Cherries make pies which are good

+ preirk V e NP-+ Adju

Chef OAS .good

by adjective embedding

deletion

ot.,...42..ag..)iitio
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NP + pres + V.mid + T+ Adj + N+

Cherries make p es.

-1:r+ preti + Vrnid NP
I by adjective

PeaChus 10fe -. pies en*

NP + pres + ,Be + Adj

pies are I good
,

NP+ pres + V d + NO+ wh-NP + pres+ Be+ Adj
tiodela

Pea es make pies which are . good

NP + pres + + NP +

Pales make wen good
reposit

NP + pros + d + T + Adr N+,
Pales make gotd

NP + and + NP + pres + Vmid + T+ Adj + N +

Chet\ies and peacis gord )14
NP + pres it" Be + NP\s, 1The girl is a senior

+ prep + V + Tm
The 1

NP + whNP + pres + Vi + Tm + prec>Be + NP
I

The girl who in shed first is a senior.

conjunc-
tion

( #The source sentence The girl finished first, is not, obviously,
an NP 47 A + Be + sentence, which is the kind the student
has exile 0 wiir: However, the embedding process is
exactly the sable. The only -condition is that the NP of the consumer
after which the source is embedded must be identral, to the NP
Subject of fiw siceuttee In this 'cat* (win the consumer is ideritiCal
to &I in satires))
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4, QIFDIP-+ past + Vtr + NP2

#Q4-gomeone caught the bouquet.

NP + pres + have + NP

1:Khe bide has

Embedding of
have source

."7111=.01110=10

NP +- peat + Vtr + 4' Whir + NI')+Pret
_"1" have Deletiot

Soilorie c\aii;ht the bouquet whith the bride has

Q NP + past + Vtr + NP2 + NP + pres + have

Q So ca lt(it the bouquet the liis\I
Q

i/Q4N1+ "past + Vtr + Np+ 8+ N+

liCtSorneone h t the I4/es bouquet

past + NP + Vtr + T+ NF + is + N+

past so eone C.lh the brbdi's bouquet

1st + wh- NP

past + +

wh-NP + past +

Who cau

Vtr+ T++

catch the

Vtr+ T+
the

NPN+ f
s+ N+ibride's bouquet

+ s + N + NO

bride's bouquet?

Reposition -
in

TQ

wh attachment

Twh

(# When the repositioning of bride + has takes place, it replaces the
determiner of the bride, here ore NP must be rewritten as
T + N + WI in this step.

, , T + N + 140 + NP + pres + has
*\/ 1 \,°`

The bouquet the bride has
7

+N +N °.N +

The bride's: boUquet

5. (An interesting problem of the order of transformations arises in
this-sentence:: Actsally,tliere Are a number of transfo $ ttiohs in-
volved: the tassitre, an adjettiVe embedding, Val, and Twh leading
to the,when,questionl, You can discover.ky triallud error-that if
the itOiRiri".***04404' first *e'h*Ve-t0- inotte. it 'Edo* with the
refit-of- NP /tithe iiiiiiiiitte-and"-qiitiittoilittitisfornititiolui, since it would
now bas part of Visit Np,, It may be .simpler, therefore, to embed
it siterWairds, As we Wi?iikWith ithOre 4oinplidatedlientences involving
several transformations; ithis prob4n of the order will appear more
Often. Stud-taw-414)1w voigitt to reilikethat it is litiPOrtant in .prepara-

.tion for a unit on the ordering of transformations in Language V. )

. )
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Q+ : Nii--.+ --prei have + en + Vtr +
N 1. Tim

pa the bouts at soinetime. ..------1
______OQ + NY" + prep + have + en + Oe + en + Vtr +

Q The house has been

17,-+ Npiv + TIM

by someone at sometime.

d

Q + NP2 + pre's + -have + en+ be+ en+ Vtr + Tm

deletior

Q + The house has pa ed at sometime.

Pres + have + NP + en+ be + en + Vtr + Tm

Isse the Ilse 11i painted at sometime?\14/

wh-Tm + pres + have + NP + enVe + en Vtr
When \thas the house been painted?

NP + pres + Be + Adj

The house is y2ow.

wh-Tm + pres + have + NP + wh-NP + pres + Be + Adj +

When h the house which is yellow deletion

#

adjective
embed

en + Be + en + Vtr

been ed?

wh- '17a + pres + have + NP + Adj + en + be + en + Vtr
* When has the house yeilow been panned?

reposity22245

wh-Tm + pres 4' have + T + Adj + N + No + en + be + en + Vtr\ \/1. N'sWhen the yellow -hive& been painted?
(# The a must be carried along inthestrings until the transformation

whithl.t indicates has been performed. Then. it may be carried or dropped.

Because ilia. is placed bitween the determiner and noun1NP must be
rewritten T + N + DT when that step takes plaCe. )

f(ActualVthe 'yili4LitaCjiment has been telescoped into this step. You
wiirprotitibly Watt toIiitife your students include it between TQ + Twh.

Pre + ve + NP en + be + -974+ Vtr + wh-Tmssy_
Has the se been painted *lien?)

1
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THE NEGATIVE

This unit considers primarily the simple negative formed with
asttp The different treatment of strings like

M
A) Tns +

be
have

and those like
B) Tns + Vrb

In regard to the negative is the most important concept of this unit.
The treattnent of B) occasions the insertion of do as support for a TE
which has no place to attach itself. The negative transformation in-
serts Neg in strings like B) in a position right after Tile. Not however
cannot be mg or um Do is thus introduced by

Tdo Tns 4Tns + do
where Tns is not followed by be., have Vor But Tdo is not a
transformation which is necessary simply in negative sentences. Yes-
or-no questions sometimes require it also. Note that questions of this
type invert:

{Tns + t Li . i and ItiPi
M

NP + TnE>111- e . . ...4Tr;;-..,..F be 1,.>111:>,

He is going Is he going

vvex + NP a

hie gone

+ NP

he go

NP + Tue + have . s TnEr:,
Ele hem gone Has

NP + Tins + M. .Trur2611
e shour go''' Should

However, where a string has the form NP + Tns + Verb only the
Tns and NP are inverted:

NP + Tns + V Tns + NP + Vin
-=184

He went *Ths + he go

Tdo then operates since he is not bea 112.6yz
Tns cannot attach to her

Tns +fie Tns
with this result

Past + do + he + goI
Did he

I
go?

Other structural Changes, such as emphasissalso require the
operation of st, support.

He + tns + emphasis + go ix4, He dist go.

But we won't attempt to formulate this use at this time.

____,M or. Vrb(iind of course

+ do + he
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ANSWERS TO EXMICISES

May we suggest-that you work through the material on pp. 1 - 5
with our class. Each seep in the process of formulating the rule is
worked out as a guide for you to use and, of course, for the students
to refer to.' But they will probably be more clear if you can use the
board to illustrate each one and to get the students to think them
through.

Em.cise...22,.§LEu
L NP + pres + be + ing + Vin

om V oing.

2. NP + past + M + Vtr + IV\ \.,
The driver could explain the accident.

NP + past + M + Neg + Vtr + NP2

The diver could not e n thaccident.\,,, I

past + have + en + Vtr + NP2\e/ \../#
had

NP + pres + be + Neg +

kun iii not

3. 7+

Ng

1

+ Loc

made an A in History.

past + have + Neg + 'en+ Vtr + NP2 + L;c,

had not made an A in History.
4. NP + past + M + Vtr + NP

..=.4
Basil wVd meet the requirements.

NP + past + M + Neg + Vtr + NP2/ 'Si,
1 1 IBasil would not meet the requirements.

5. NP + pres + have* en + Vtr + NP2
/ NV N.,/ 1 _...4

This has solved our problem.
. NP + pres + have + Neg + en + Vtr + i7P2\has no1t eds<ed our problem.
6. NP + pres + M + yid + Dir .\The boys will go to the game.

NP + pres +\ Nig + Vid + . Dir
It\The boys w not do to the game.

This

7. NP + past + be + ing ± Vtr + NP2
1 \V

Alice was atVling the play. 2
NP + past + Neg + + Vtr + NP"//'

Alice was not attending the play.

ing + Vin

going,
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Students will find that not is alwys inserted after ham be, and
M to produce grammatical negative sentences,

Exercise :
his exercise proves that Trs cannot attach to not

1. NP + past + Wilk + Adj NP + past + Neg +

The child became ill. he child ? not
Vlnk + Adj.\ It

become ill

2. NP + past + Be * Adj.
N \ _I

The child
A.,-7

ild was iii. The c

3. NP + past + Vmid NP2\ \/* /
The paper cost a quarter. *

NP

4. NP + pres + Vtr + NP2

Jack picks strawberries
NP + pres + Neg + Vtr +/ / \*Jac ? not pick

+ past + Be + Neg + Adj.

was noC

+ pita + Neg

The paper 73 not
Vniid

cost a quarter
Man for Adj + ly)

r-3ctantly.
NP" + Man

strawlerries reljtantly

5. NP + pres + Be NP (or Pr)

I \/4eam your responsibility.

6. NP + paut + Vin + Man + Loc,//' / i
The candle glowed dimly in the dark.

NP + past + Neg + Vin + Main + Loc
/*The ca\ndle ? . not glow dimly in the dark.

N+ pres + Be + Neg

I aim not
NP (or Pr)

your responsibility.

Exercise n_sl
"i7M-F-- + past + do + Neg\ /

The child did not

3. NP + past<>do + Neg

The paper did not

+ VI + Adj.

become in.

+ Vmid +

cost a quarter.
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4. NP + pres + do + Neg + Vtr + NP2 + Man\ --"""
-Jack does not pick strawberries reluctantly.

6. NP + past + do + Ne + Vt.+ Man + Loc

The candle did not glow y in the dark.

Exercise p. 32
Our concern in This exercise is with do support and iii formaliging

the oceasioni3'when the negative transformation makes it necessary.
1. + past + Vtr + NP2 + Dir TNea

N.The rlui knoc ed the Comers to the ground.

NP + past + Neg + Vtdir + NP2 + Dir

NP + past + do 4' Neg+ Vtdir + Nt2 +

The rain did not 'mock the flowers to the ground.

2. NP + pres + 1+ Vtr + NP2 + Loc

I I 1

Neff)
The team will hold a rally in the am.

NP + pres + M Neg + Vtr NP + Loc
The team will . not hdld a rally irahe-Tr'y

3. NP + past + Vtr + NP2 Loc

Kofax it d no-ititter in nneapo

NP + past + Neg Vtr + NP2 + Loc
Tan

'Neg.

NP + past + do + Neg + Vtr + P2 + Loc

Kofax not pitch a no- er ifigicrinneapora:

4. NP + pres + V d + Dir + Tm

Lorna goes tliTa\S-ratt

NP + pres + Neg + Vid + Dir + rim

NP + pres + do + Neg + Vid + Dir + Tm

Lorna does not go to ou41ZEM iL71\711i.

TNeg)

,41211111111111111LOMMEISAINGiiF

t

11
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5. N + pres;+ Vtr+ NP2 +

The eteria serves fish on Friday.

NP + pres + Neg + Vtr + NP2 + Tm

NP + pres + do + Neg + Vir +

The cafeteria does not serve fish

Tdo

+ Tm

on Firiday.

Exercise p. 64:
1. The puppy followed the children to school. (NP + Tns + Vtdiz.

+ NP4 + Dir)

The puppy did not gorlow the children to school. friliez.
(Neg + NP + Tns + Vtdiat + NP + Dir)

N? Neg+ Vtdir + NP2 + Dir fido

NP2NP + Tns + do + Neg + Vtlir + 1\K + Dir

The puppy did not follow the children toise'Achool.

2. ManyAeenagers dunk french fries in catsup. (NP + Tns + Vtr
+ + 1)10

Many teenagers do not dunk frgnch fries in catsup.
(Neg + NP + Tns + Vtdit, NP 4 Div)

NP + Tns + Neg + Vtdit, NP2 + Dir

NP +
Teenagers

Tns + do Neg + Vt± NP2 + Dir

not dunk french fries in catsup.

3. The culprit could explain everything. (NP + Tns + M + Vtr +

The culprit could not explain everytiping.
(Neg + NP + Tns + M + Vtr + NP)

NP + fins + Neg + Vtr + NP2

The culprit could not explain everything.
4. We saluted the flag during the ceremony. (NP + Tns + Vtr + NP2

Tern)

\N/

NP2)

We did not salute the flag durins the ceremony. 111ft,
(Neg + NP + Tns + Vtr + NP + Tit)

Tdo
VP + fins + Neg +- Vtr + NP2 + Tm

NP + Tns + do 4' Neg + V + NP2 + Tm

We did nit salute iheflag Zilfrng\--ffirarsirnW.\".



5. His unilorm was spotless. (NP +
Hi e uniform was not spotless.
(Reg + NP + Tns + Be + Adj. )

NP + Tns + Be + Neg Adj

His rniform was not s ess.

+ Be + Adj.)
g

6. The tornado bad destroyed the town. (NP + Tns + have
Vtr + NP`')

The tornado had not destroyed the town. TNe
(Neg + NP + Tns + have + en + Vtr + NP2)

NP + Tns + have + Neg. + en + Vtr + 11'2

The toimdo had not de royed the town.

An exercise in resear ter,, 3e,
tudents might be interested in examining the many other ways of

making sentences negative. Such a consideration reveals the real
complexity of the negative and might include a discussion of

1) the determiner, such as no
2) none (which may result from no + one none)
3) nothing (no + thing nothing)
4) neither . . . nor
5) never
6) ....REFaffixes or prefixes, such as gas etc.

en+

Standard usage frowns upon the use of two negative words in a sentence,
but it accepts a negative prefix and a negative word

He is not unwilling.
We are never unwelcome:.

7) the tag question which provides a negative tag if the original
statement is positive, thus:

He did it, didn't he?
I didn't see it, did you?
He hasn't appeared, has he?

8) the degree to which words like hutr_dly, Ejau..cely, and seldom
make a sentence negative.

He seldom goes to games.
He never goes to games.

Exercise pp. 37 -6L :
L The team was discouraged.

The team was not discouraged,
Wasn't the team discouraged?



2, The repairmen have been working all summer.
The repairmen have not been working all summer.
Haven't the repairmen been working all summer?

3. The squirrel raced to the treetop.
The squirrel did 210t race to the treetop. "y
Didn't the squirtel race to the treetop?

4. Bill is running for president. enee.e.

Bill is not retuning for president. re-: re=
Isn't Bill running for president?

5. The nurse discovered the serum in the icebox.
The nurse did not discover the serum in the icebox.
Didn't the nurse discover the serum in the icebox?

6. The group will take off in the morning.
The group will not take off in the morning. ---eleee=e-
Won't the. group take off in the morning?

7. A btrd flew into the attic.
A bird did not fly into the attic.
Didn't a bird fly into the attic?

8. This is John's typewriter. =le
This is not John's typewriter.
Isn't this John's typewriter"
(Students will notice that Johns is the result of possessive embedding.
Further consideration to the order of transformations when several
are involved in one sentence will be given in Language V units. )

9. The class_ has counted the errors.
The class has not counted the errors. ereze')
Hasn't the class coued the errors?

10. We have been reviewing the exercises. nee..2)
We have not been reviewing the exercises.
Haven't we been reviewing the exercises ?

This exercise gives students an opportunity to write transformed
strings for questions, negative questions, questions requiring do support,
and negative questions requiring do support. Most important is the
practice the student has in ordering the steps by which we reach a de-
sired transformation. Sentences for the final transformed strings will
vary, but the underlying strings should look like tills:

1. Q + NP + past + have + en + Vin + Man
==>

# A+ past + have + NP + en + Vin + Man

2. Q+ NP + pres + M + have + en + ink + Adj

(Q)+ pres + M + NP + have + en + blink + Adj

-4
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TQ
3. 4.4- NPR pres + Be + NP

(Q)+ pres + Be + NP + NP

4. Neg + NP + past + M+ Be + AdJ TN
NP + past + M + Neg + Be+ Adj

Tvo
5e Neg+ NP+ pest+ be + tag + Via + Tra

NP + past + be + Neg + ing + Vin + Tm

6. Neg + NP + pres + Vmid + NP + Loc = Tdo
NP + pres + Neg + Vmid + NP + Loc
NP + pres + do + Neg + Vmid + NP + Loc

7. Q+ Neg + NP + pres + be + ing + Vtr + NP + Man

(Q)4* NP + pres + be + Neg + ing+ Vtr + NP + Man

O)+ pres + be + Neg + NP + ing+ Vtr + NP + Man

8. Q + Neg+ NP + past + M + have + en + \rink + Pr

2)4- NP + past + M + Neg + have + en+ + Pr

(Of past + M + Neg + NP + have + en + \rink + Pr

9. Q+ Neg+ NP + past + have + en+ Vtr + NP + Loc

(Q)1' NP + past + have + Neg + en + Vtr + NP + Loc

Of past + have + Neg + NP + en + Vtr + NP + Loc

Zg4
TQ

(Q)4 pres + Neg + NP + Vtdir + NP + Dir Lai)

(0+ gres do +Mg + Vtdir NP + Dir

10. Q + Neg + NP + pres + Vtdir + NP + Dir

XV' NP + pres + Neg + Vtdir + NP + Dir

#(The symbol Q may be carried optionally in the strings after the
yes-or-no transformation has been performed,, or it may be dropped.
If it is carried it simply indicates that the sentence will be read as a
question. with rising inflection, Tcl simply arranges the elements in
the right order.)
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1. 18 the teacher staying here:?

S

Q NP

Aux Verb

Aux 1 Aux 2

Tess

pies bel TgIi
Q NP yres + be + +
pres- + be + NP 4 Lvise + Lc

the teacher staying ire?
2. Has the bus left?

Q NP

Vin

Vin + Loc

rb

A 1

Tns
have

1

Q NP pres hive
pres + have NP + en + Vin

N/-
Has the teacher left?

2

+ en

1

+ en

Vin

Vin
11

TQ



3. The bus hasn't left.

Nog

1

Neg

-twist

+ NP

A

Aux I Aul, 2
I

Trhave +

pres

+ pres hae + Gin +

Verb

V

+ pres + Neg + en +/in

The bus has .

khan t

4. Hasn't the bus left?

Q Neg

Q + Neg + NP +
Q NP +

Vt.....................

A Verb

Aux 1

Tins

~
ins

,--
A 2

1
pres haye + in Vin

prLs . + have + en + Vin

pres + have + Neg + en + Vin

pres + have + Neg + + e+yr
not the bus left ?

Hasn't
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= : t _7
t- _
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5. Can't the pointer find the bird?

Q
Q.

+ Neg + NP +
NP +

110.."....7116-.9b

Aux

Aug 1

Tns M

p rs
pres + M
pros + M

-Verb

Vtr + NP2/2Vtr + Nr- TNeg
+ Neg + Vtr + NP2

pres + M + Neg + NP + Vr + 1\k:12\7
Caz the pointer find the bird?

nit


